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We have received belated news of the death of member Victoria Carbonell
last autumn. Her membership has been transferred to Mrs. Miriam Bern, 6028
S.W. 1-11,4Y 200 Ocala FL 32674. Victoria, a Panama collector, published an album
for Panama in 1985 which contained spaces for all issues, including the
"Arias" issues of 1963-1966 which were formerly unlisted by Scott.
More than 70% of the membership took advantage of the opportunity to
beat the dues increase by renewing prior to 15 July. Second notices were sent
to 50 members on 15 August and as this is written we have 150 renewals out of
162. We have lost track of former members, Dr. Gary Weiss, E. Geoffrey Ewing
and David Gafill. Anyone having their current address, please notify the
editor.
Member Roger L Markovits exhibited "U.S. Officials: Dollar Value State
Department" at Ameristamp Expo 83 (the one frame exhibit show) and received a
Platinum award and the Grand Award. Member Nicholas Follansbee exhibited "The
Stamps of the De La Huerta Revolt." Unfortunately, my copy of the Palmares is
on loan and I do not know his medal level.
Our Librarian Robert D'Elia won the Grand Award at NAPEX '92 with his
exhibit of "Prephilatelic and Classic Ecuador" joining Dr. Gene Scott, whose
"Classic Colombian States: Antioquia, Bolivar, Cauca and Tolima" won the Grand
Award at TEXPEX, in the Champion of Champions competition at STaMpsHOW 93.
The just arrived July-August 1993 edition of the Boletin del Club
Filatelico de Bogota reports that member Carlos Valenzuela has been elected
president of the club for the coming year, succeeding member Felipe Toro.
Congratulations Carlos.
Member Brigitte Kaplan served as a judge at POLSKA 93 in Poznan.
Member Hugo Goggel earned a Gold Medal and special prize for his "Classic
Brazil." Other exhibitors and their awards were, (M) = COPAPHIL member:
(MI
(MI
(M)

(M)

"Traditional Colombia 1859-1881" Gold.
Bernd Sander
Jairo LondoMO "Panama 1678-1913" Vermeil.
"Cubiertas de Valor Declarado 1860-1912" Vermeil.
Mario Ortiz
"First Flights of Colombia" Vermeil.
Mario Ortiz
Miguel Schnitzler "Colombian First Flights" Silver
"Cancelations of Colombia 1966-1971"
Luis A. Madrigal

We now have definite dates for our 1994 bienniel meeting at NAFEX. It
will be held 24-26 June 1993. The exhibit prospectus will be available from
Debby Friedman. Remember, each member should be a recruiter! Send addresoc,
of prospects to the editor and membership literature will be mailed promptly.
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My dealer partner at STaMpsHOW 93 collects Pitcairn Islands and
is a member of the Pitcairn Islands Study Group which held a meeting at the
show. That Study group has over 600 members in comparison with the 180+
members of COPAPH1L. The dealer had an early Cover from Pitcairn with letter
enclnsed and a scarce postal marking which was priced at $6900. Few similar
covers from Colombia and Panama command that price, regardless of scarcity.
Of course it is difficult to match the glamor of that small remote island well
publicized by the Bounty saga. Still the amount of philatelic material from
the island is limited and many members of the study group must perforce be
one of a kind stamp collectors filling album pages.
Hardly a day goes by that one doesn't see editorials or letters in
stamp journals speculating on the future of philately. Certain facts are
obvious. When I began collecting as a boy of 10 almost everyone was a
world-wide collector. One of my early thrills was competing with fellow
members of the local youth stamp club to obtain stamps from the most different
countries. Today world-wide collectors are a steadily diminishing minority.
Formerly, the most popular specialty after collecting U.S. was world-wide
airmail stamps. That is another area of declining interest. No surprise that
the 1966 Sanabria catalog was the last specialized airmail stamp catalog
published in English. Collectors of only airmails are now not much more
common than collectors of back-of-the-book items like postage dues or
officials. In the 1940-1975 era there were significant numbers of country
collectors of Latin America. It would be interesting to know how many Scott
and Yvert specialty albums for Colombia and Panama were sold. Obviously the
numbers declined sharply in later years as Scott discontinued albums and
supplements for all Latin American countries except Mexico in 1977. There are
still collectors of single Latin American countries or all Latin America, but
they often collect only early material, perhaps just to 1940. Interests of
our members, as shown in our application files, are often quite specialized.
Probably less than 25% of them have one each stamp collections of either
Colombia or Panama and the same is true of other Latin American collectors.
Meanwhile the world-wide, airmail and specialized country collections
made during the hey-dey of that type of collecting continue to come on the
market. Dealer's sales of items of thematic interest and varieties of
interest to specialists continue strong, but stocks of other lower and medium
priced stamps move slowly. This can only result in decreases in their catalog
values, unless a source of new collectors develops. The largest potential
sources of new Colombia and Panama collectors are youth and adults in tt
two countries. Historically, the namber of collectors there has been limited.
From the 1BBO's to the 1920's a steady stream of stamp exports, documented by
numerous postal cards to dealers offering stamps for sale, sent most available
stamps of Colombia and Panama to the U.S. or Europe. To meet the strong
demand for used stamps, these were soaked off available mail, making covers
from internal mail the scarcest postal history items for the period.
Already, many of the better classic stamps and postal history items from
Colombia are in the hands of collectors there, as evidenced by the collections
of international exhibitors, including many of our members. There is probably
a net return of better material to thn"m countries. However, I have seen few
signs of activity in world markets by Colombian and Panamanian dealers seeking
collections for their stocks. One can only conclude that stamp collecting is
not yet flourishing as a hobby of the emerging middle clasocs there.
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THE POST CARD CORNER
by Jim Cross

I had previously reported post cards published by Emilio Streicher of
Bogota, but had not seen any myself. In July at the San Diego Stamp Fair I
bought one, a "gruss aus" type mailed on 13 Mar 1B99. This was thirteen
months earlier than the Cali card previously reported, two months before
Pehlke cards were on sale in Bogota, and earlier than any usage known from
At
Panama. Bat, it did not retain the "earliest use title for long.
STa.MpsHOW 93 Brian Moorhcuse offered a card mailed from Cali on 30 Dec 1898.
It is another "gruss aus" card published by A. Borchardt. The message was a
new year's greeting to the well-known firm of Lanham & Kemp in New York.
Brian also had an Albert Aust card used in December 1899 from Barranquilla.
I received photocopies of pre-independence usages of post cards from
Panama from several non-COPAPHIL members which I have recorded and sent to
Robert Karrar for inclusion in his Panama post card catalogs. The collectors
thanked me for the list of known cards and universally expressed their dismay
at ever being able to assemble complete sets from any of the publishers.
Following the Colombian centenniel and Exposicion Nacional in 1910, the
number of post card publishers continued to grow during the next decade. New
publishers that appeared between 1910 and 1920 included:
Barranquilla
Barranquilla
Barranquilla
Barranquilla
Bogota
Bogota
Bogota
Bogota
Bogota
Bucaramanga
Cartagena
Cartagena
Cucuta
Magangue
Medellin
Medellin
Medellin
Medellin
Medellin
Medellin
Medellin
Pasta
Pasto
Popayan
Putumayo
Santa Marta
Santa Marta
Santa Marta
Tumaco
Tumaco
Tumaco
Tunja

Colombian News Co. (Price Foto)
Rocchi Faccio
Noguera Gnecco y Martinez
Libreria de R. Vinas & Co. Soc. en C.
Editores A. Cortes M. & Co.
Augusto Duff°, Editor (Nueva York)
Fot A. Gluiiano M.
Colegio Nacional de San Bartolcme (MH Madrid)
Editores Focion Sato & Cia.
J. Petisco 0. (propaganda de La Mutualidad)
E. G. J. Becker
Duperly Foto
Cogollo Hermanos
Demetrio Lopez
Fotografia Americana
Libreria Bedoul
Benjamin de la Calle
M. Lalinde
D. A. Mesa
Fotografia Rodriguez
Weyersberg Hops. (Ohlings-Solingen)
M.M. Navarrete
Ramon N. Diago
Martinez Torres R.
Misse Hs. Barna
V. Dugand e hijo
Libreria Diez
Tirado y Martinez
Rafal Caicedo L.
Max Heimann
Gaminara & Leeder
Marco A. Porras
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COLOMBIA-THE 1908 NUMERAL ISSUE
V-THE TEN CENTAVOS
by Kenneth Rowe
There were only two printings of the Ten Centavos and two
die varieties.
Die Varieties
A

Figure 1
First Printing 1912
Die 'A' (Fig.1) shows an elongated dot in the foot of the figure
A medium setting with single guidelines which may
of value.
appear double due to overlapping as in Fig.2A. Thin semitransparent paper. Pale to dark violet. Perforation 13i. Type I
watermarks are recorded.

_1
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A
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Figure 2
Second Printing 1913
Die 'B' (Fig.1) shows the dot extended Into a line 1mm long in
a wider setting with double guidelines. Shades of dull to dark
violet. Thin semitransparent paper. Perforation 13/.
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COLOMBIA-THE 1908 NUMERAL ISSUE
VI-THE TWENTY CENTAVOS
by Kenneth Rowe
Die, Spacing and Guidelines

Only Printing 1914
The die shows a diagonal line through the 'S' of CENTAVOS and
a large dot outside the frameline at lower right. A few stamps
(singles) do not show the '5' flaw but this is probably due to
wear. Guidelines are double vertically and single horizontally
and have guide dots on the lower vertical lines. Paper is thin
semitransparent. Grey black to black. Perforation 13i.

TREA9 FR'S REPORT
INCOME STATEMENT JLL 1992 - JUN 1993
INCOVE
1441.00
Dues
365.14
Contributions
164.50
Publications Sales
334.91
Interest
350.60
Library Fees
24.00
COPACARTA Ads
2680.15
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSE
Printing
Postage
Supplies
Library Expense
Meeting Expense
TOTAL EXPENSE
NET INCOME

973.48
831.04
38.82
236.52
50.00
2129.86550.29
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BALANCE SHEET AS CF 30 JLNE 1993
ASSETS
1031.66
Cash in bank
80.81
Petty cash
Library cash account
506.08
7671.60
Certificates of Deposit
TOTAL ASSETS
9290.15
LIABILITIES
Advance Dues
RESERVES
Balance 30 June 1992
Added Jul 92-Jun 1993
TOTAL RESERVES

733.40

8006.46
550.29
8556.75
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MANUSCRIPT CANCELS CF SA=1\ITPNCER
by Howard F rome

This study of manuscript cancels includes state, departmental
Illustrations are in
and national post offices of Santander.
approximate positions as they appear on stamps. Subdivisions are:
National stamps 1859-1884, Scott 1-123, Temprano 1-95
I
1-6
1-6
II
State stamps 1B84-1886,
96-97
125-128,
"
National Stamps 1884-1886, "
III
None
Departmental Stamps 1886-1900 " 7-18
IV
99-137
129-173
National Stamps 1886-1900, "
V
Atypical cancels or abbreviations (I-V)
VI
1859-1884
'1884-1886
1886-1900

National

State

National

Dep't

National

•
Arboledas

Barichara

L
Bucar

Cn1

m

\\*>

Cerrito
t

Cheiral d

Chinacota
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PANAMA POST-1 g 09 &FOB, PART II
David

J.

Leeds

Our thanks to Federico Brid. Harry Eisenstein. James Hanna. Juan Kicncr. and
David King for corrections and additions.
ADDENDA AND CORREGIENDA
The Sauber article on Panama #233 was reprinted in COPACARTA, in
May 1986, pages 58-60.
The double overprint HABILITADA, of the lc #261a, and a left margin
copy of the lc #261 with a work-up to the left of the overprint
"[HABILITADA" are shown below:

The 2c #262, var.
(unlisted)
double overprint
follows:

17mm

19mm

The width of the HABILITADA overprint on the 4c #264 varies from
19mm on the normal to 17mm on the variety #264a. See above.

BEvitrihR 1993

GOPACARTA

Imperf proofs in trial colors and experimental inks are known of
the University Sodas de Plata issue, #268-273. Essays, proofs,
and specimens are outside the scope of the present article so no
further detail is given here. In some few cases they will be
mentioned or even shown but only as an aid to the identification
of the issued stamp.
The spacing variety on #278a, previously illustrated is found in
position 60.
A colorless impression of the surcharge is found on the upper and
right margins (selvege) of #277 a result of the sheet margins
being folded under before surcharging. The top appears inverted,
the right reversed. Not illustrated.
Several unlisted
varieties exist of the
U.P.U. Postal Congress
overprints #288-297 in
addition to the Sic #288a
previously illustrated,
and a double, shown. We
are waiting for
confirmation of these
varieties.
Additional

errors of the 1937-38 Overprints are shown:

See
Part I

#298a hc
Inverted

#300
Inverted

*299a lc
Inverted

#301 2c
Inverted

#307 2c/12c
Broken "2"
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This installment continues the discussion of Panama EFOs. If any
have been missed please contact the author, with a good photo or
Ww1,nn
WWW w-w7-,I7
150% xerox copy on a black background.
19313 —

19e4

The Santiago Normal School overprint
exists inverted f321Ab (vert pr top ovpt
inv, also horiz pr left ovpt inv);
double (horiz pr, rt stamp dbl). Horiz
pr, left w/o ovpt.

•

An exmple is shown of " ORMAL DE/
ANTIAGO/ UNIO 5 1938" of the 2c 321A.
Missing letters, 1st ltr left side.
A freak due to foreign matter on the
sheet. Pos. 9, not constant.

•

••
F

-S•

•
• •V
,•

J
•

•

agq;a

4

L
e--

•

Pr,
1 w/o.

r

Missing
SANTIAGO

Double

Layouts
unknown
1$AU-10/1
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Some of the values of the 25th
Anniversary of the Panama
Canal *322/330 exist imperf.
These may be finished plate
proofs but are identical to
the issued stamps except that
they are imperf. Only the
following postage values are
known! hc, lc, 10c, 12c, 15c,
and 5/1.00.
The Costa Rica-Panama
Border Dispute commemorative *341 has a plate
flaw, a frayed flag, at
the upper right corner of
the Panama flag. See
the left hand stamp.
This is a constant
variety but the position
is not known.

The 1947 B/. 0.50
surcharge exists with .7!
spelling error:
Habliitada *352a.

The /947
HABILITADA,
hc/Bc exists
with the two
bottom lines
transposed,
in positions
11-14, *353a.
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There is a

horizontal
shift on
the 2c on
8c *356.

The 1949
Chiriqui
Centenary,
is 366
overprint ,
inverted.
airmails o
exist with
letters, ",
and " ENTE1
quite pro
these vari,
occur on t:
and invert,

The 2c Chi:
is inverte,
The Missin,
shown, " r
Pos.43. It
that the "i
variety also exacts
inverted.
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The lc 1974-1949 U.P.U.
1368,var., has a diagonal
overprint. There are
probably pairs, one
without overprint at the
upper right corner of the
sheet.

There are two
unlisted varieties of the
Oral. San Martin
overprint:
lc *373
horizontal shift,
split overprint.
5c *375
inverted overprint
shifted vertically.

Two types of errors
exist on the San
Juan Bautista
commemorative;
2c and 5c,
*378-379.
The "a"
variety of both
stamps is inverted overprint.
The "b"
variety of both
stamps is top
line omitted,
and second line
repeated in its
place.
Inverted
a sheets also
include the
b variety:
2c 378ab,
5c 379ab

S t!Ea 13 P4 1V4,,,;.
".•.,!;QA

1 .1s 'V. i441;

'TIM CIRCO CINTIES MOS IDEULICA
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The B/.0.01 1953
surcharge of #387 was
also privately applied
to *356, the 10c 1942
carmine rose and oran g e
rather than the normal
10c 1952 purple and
orange. The designs of
both are the same but the
frame is a different
color.

'a
forpcoll
41.-

71A

et p444

'- WO II

4,
I :7;c17,--S4
(.n):1
• Zker7747,
4:1

I

The 8/.0.01 1953,
1c/15c #388 is
known with double
surcharge. The
second print
slopes downward akaa....444 4 &fiihadmailiimiuhat
at 10°to 12°
yielding pair,
one stamp double
surcharge. The
pair examined
was Pos.89-90,
with Pos.89
double.

..

a

Another variety
of #388 is date
omitted, 8/.0.01
repeated.
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3c #399, Pres. Remon Cantera
shown frame only is a plate
proof.

The 3c surcharge #396 occurs inv.
The Tocumen Airport )ic
#398 exists imperf
CCM/ os

sommix...?umm.
VIOMECIMIatrE
OU11011111..
REPuBL.ICA • DETANAM4

MMnlatg:

•n
Eitotititb
c MUM OS
•

I If RIZ

MEM'

n IS•tEMBMI n
EPLIEILICA• DE

-41

The de Lesseps Commemorative Set, #401-403 exists imperforate.
A horizontal misperf of the 50c #403 has the vertical perfs
almost centered at the middle of the stamp.
To be continued.)
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TF-E MARKET REPORT

The 1994 Scott catalogs have now been distributed. The world is now
divided into five volumes instead of the previous four. Colombia remains in
volume 2 and Panama in the new volume 4 which includes countries from J-Q. In
spite of the year date, the catalogs do not include any listings for 1993
issues, but seem to be complete for 1992. A quick review of the catalog showS
few changes in values from the 1993 catalogs. 1 note that the 1992 mint new
issues from Panama are valued at 250% of their face value, rather than the
previous 100%. This does not
to be true for the 1992 issues of Colombia.
Initial used values for Panama continue to be set at about 75% of mint values,
thus above face values. The same policy is not followed for Colombia or most
other Latin American countries. In the Panama listings a footnote has been
added after 15-21 noting the use of Panama stamps in Cauca in 1903-1904 at the
suggestion of ODPAPHIL. Unfortunately, the wording was garbled and lists
Cauca as a town, rather than a Colombian department. Although the editor's
attention was directed to Dr. Helme's articles in the Collector's Club
Philatelist, this has not resulted in updated listings for the 1887-88 issues.
The type faces used for some of the text have been changed. Smaller print is
now used for the cut-off date notice after which mint prices represent never
hinged and they are now harder to locate.
The cover pictured on page 1 was one of two choice lots in the December

16 1992 Harmer's London sale. It was lot 26 estimated at 6500 pounds
sterling. The "10" marking in black crayon indicates the amount the for
service between Santa Marta and Paris and indicates the letter probably
weighed less than 15 grams. The 50 centavos Colombian postage was probably
intended to include this amount, but since a 25 centavos "sobreporte" stamp
was not used, Colombian authorities did not affix the necessary French stamps.
The same sale also included:
Lot 27 - eight of the nine different Curtis advertising labels used to produce
the surcharged CCNA stamps and nine other labels which were not surcharged,
all corner copies bearing the Curtis imprint and motto in the margins.
The September 8-9 Cherrystone Auctions sale included two mint sets of
Lot 453
the Colombia 1935 Barranquilla games issue estimated at $700 each.
in that sale was a scarce mint copy of Scott Cla (numeral 1 w/o serifs),
Ex-Lichtenstein, with PFC certificate noting usual dried gum and toning. It
was estimated at $3500 against a catalog value of $5500. The same sale had
five lots of Panama errors including Scott 212a,the 20c brown and black with
inverted center, estimated at full catalog value of $300.
There has been a recent find of a correspondence from Medellin to a
cigar company in Havana, Cuba. It includes a number of covers with the 1902
Medellin issue. There are 1903 covers franked with 20 centavos values paying
the 1 Mar 1902 rates and 1904 covers with 5x1 peso stamps or 5 pesos stamps
paying the 1904 rates in stamps denominated in paper currency (inflation
covers). I previously reported the scarcity of such covers when the first one
was noted. Prior to the find five covers had been seen. This find doubles
that number. The covers, which I saw at STaMpsHDA 93, are being offered for
$60.00 each by David Grossblat, Box 26387, Phoenix AZ 85068. I noted little
Other better Panama or Colombia material at that show, except for the usual
nice assortment of stamps and covers offered by Brian Moorhouse. His current
stock includes some nice covers with later issues of the Colombian states and
a Panama 27 used on cover from Bocas del Toro. Contact him if interested.
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REPORT FROM STINIPSHCW 93

STaMpsHOA 93 was held 19-22 August in the Astrodomain Expo Hall in
Houston TX. It was the site of the 25th annual APS Champion of Champions

competition. Houston is not an ideal site for an August event. Daily
temperatures exceeded 100 accompanied by high humidity. Perhaps as a result
show attendance was low, with large crowds only on Saturday. The opening
A.P.S. reception was held at a downtown Mexican restaurant which featured a
country and western band. My wife and I combined the show with a brief
vacation, visiting the LBJ ranch, Carlsbad Caverns and White Sands National
Monument as well as relatives in Arizona during the 3000 mile round trip.
Dealer members Brian Moorhouse, Ken Neiser, Ricardo del Campo and Thomas
Mills also had booths at the show. Among attendees, I noted members Geena
Wayman from Costa R i ca, Roger Markovits from New York and of course Bill Welch
who was part of the A.P.S. staff contingent from State College PA. Karol
Weyna, who serves as agent for Dr. Gene Scott, showed me the draft text for an
article on Colombian states issues with concentration on those of greatest
philatelic interest illustrated with material from the Scott collection.
In the December 1990 issue of COPACARTA I described the covers in Dr.
Gene Scott's exhibit. Here let me mention some of the noteworthy stamps which
are included in this exhibit in the Champion of Champions competition:
Antioquia 1, 2 I/2c. Block of four cancelled Abeiorral.
Antioquia 16, 50c. Full mint sheet. Unique.
Antioquia 17-19 IP, 2P and 5P. Full mint sheets. The SP is sheet of 25.
Bolivar 1, 10c green. Five of six-known multiples including strip of 6.
Bolivar 2, /0c red. Complete reconstructed sheet.
Bolivar 2, 10c red. Mint block of 39. Largest known multiple.
Cauca (former Scott 4). Mint block of SO of the monogram issue.
Cundinamarca 3, 10c. Full mint sheets on thick and thin paper.
Cundinamarca 4, 20c. Full mint sheet.
Cundinamarca 7, 50c. Full mint sheet from Stone A
Cundinamarca 8, /P.
Full mint sheets from Stones A and B. Stone B is the
reddish-brown shade (not known used).
Santander 1-3. Full mint sheets. Some show papermakers wmk., A. Pixie tin Co.
The Santander exhibit also shows full sheets of the Schroeder (P')
reprints of the 1886 Santander issue. The sheets of 22 have three rows of 6
stamps with four stamps sideways below them.
The Tol i ma 1970 issues include a number of multiples. The most
outstanding pieces are three inter-panneau multiples which give an indication
of how the panes were laid out on the sheet.
The Antioquia exhibit contains genuine copies of Antioquia 10a, the 1
peso vermillion. In his article on the second Antioquia issue which appeared
in the Bulletin of the Museo Filatelico de Medellin, Juan Santa Maria stated
that all copies of this stamp that he had seen were forgeries or reprints.
The material shown refutes Santa Maria's conclusion.
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COPACARTA, INDEX TO VCI-LNE X
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
— 'Bibliography of Articles m Panama and Colombia by
John N.
Meer.' 1/3 p.48.
Cross, Ji g . 'Official Government Publications of Colombia.'
1/4 p.71.
010MBIA, AIRMAIL
Ponce Vega, Eugenio. 'A Short History of the Airplane
Colombia.' 1/2 p.39.
CDICMDIA, CATALOG LISTINGS
'Oranges in Colombia Listings in the 1513 Scutt Catalog' I/1
PA
CACHOIA, ISSUES OF STATES AND DEPARTMENTS
Chernoff, Dr. Nell. The Plate types of the 19th Century
hlticgmla Typeset Provisionals: 11. The Issues of
1090. 1/1 pp.9-14.
OXIMB/A, ISSUES 1 1E116-1899
Jim, 'barn on the Forth of July, the 1892 Postal
Issue of Colombia' 1/1 pp.5-7.
COLCMCIA, ISSLES OF 1905-1940
Rime, Kenneth. 'Colombia, the 1908 Numeral Issue: Ill - The
Half Centavo.' 1/3 pp.52-53.
Rome, Kenneth. 'Colombia, the 1908 Mistral Issue: IV - The
Ole Centavo.' 1/4 pp.73-75.
CUEMBIA, PICTlif POST CAM
Goss, Jim. 'Early Colombia, Picture Past Cards, a
Preliminary Survey.' 1/? pp.27-29.
Cress, Jim. The Post Card Corner.' 1/3 p.51; 1/4 p.72.

ClitMEIA, POSTAL MARKINIS
Frame, liwaard. 'Manuscript Cancels of Cauca.' I/1 pp.15-18.
Frame, liward. 'Manuscript Cancels of Boyaca and Magdaleru.'
1/3 pp.54-55.
Fume, Howard. 'Manuscript Cancels of Cundinamarca.' 1/4
pp.76-70.
01018TA, PRE-STAMP PERIOD
'The Market Report, Sale of Santamaria Colombian Stampless
Covers' 1/2 p.43: 1/3 p.64.
(IPACARTA, ((MIA FEATIRES
CLASSIFIED. 1/I p.22; 1/2 p.44; 1/3 p.66; 1/4 p.88.
CI:ROM NE1C. 1/I p.2; 1/2 p.24; 1/3 p.46; 1/4 p.68.
FOIGERIES AID REPRINTS. 1/3 p63.
FRIPI THE BITER'S DESK, AN EDITUZIAL 1/2 p.25; 113 p.47
Fair Elf PRESIDENT'S DESK. 1/1 p.3; 1/4 p.69.
LA BIBLIUTECA. 1/1 p.4; 112 p.26; 1/3 p.48.
Oa FILLERS. 1/1 pp.21-2; 1/2 p.44; 11/3 pp..65-6; 114
p.Ef.
TRFAARFR'S Fit-PURI. 1/1 p.3; 1/3 p.47.
Tif ?MITT REPORT. Ill p.20; 1/2 p.41; 1/3 p.64; 1/4 p.B8
EI4I8ITI016:
'Report from EIFILBO '93." 1/4 p.79.
FORGERIES All REPRINTS (See CEPACARIA, CUM FEATURESI
NOMA, ERRORS
Leeds, David J. 'Panama, Post-1909 {FO's' 1/4 pp.80-87.

CAC/IBIA, POSTAL HISTORY
Cross, Jim. 'The Postal History of Colombia by Juan
Santatria A., a Review' 112 p.40.
Cross, Jim. 'Payment for Movement of Mail by the Ferrocarril
de Bolivar.' 1/3 p.50.

MAW, POSTAL MISTER./
Cross, Jig. 'An interesting Panama Curer of Thematic
Interest.' 1/1 p105.
Cross, Jim. 'Panama: The 1885 Stampless Period by Dr. James
B. Heise and Federico arid' A Review. 0/2 p.30.
PANAMA, PROS
Leeds, David J. 'Prima liaterIcw Archive Stamps: Plate Proofs
and File Copies.' 1/2 pp.31-38: 1/3 pp. 56-62.

SPACE FIU_ERS
I have just had the opportunity to view a three volume Colombia refernce
collection. This collection was prepared by a German collector. It is the
most thoroughly documented reference collection that I have seen and
identifies the individuals responsible for most of the known forgeries. The
entries are numbered from Fl to F1B1 with fake postal markings numbered from
-21-
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5F 1 to SF 12. Separate numbers are given to items from Colombian states. It
is unclear whether this is a system devised by the owner or copied from some
other source. If any of our members know the source, please notify me. The
collection includes forgeries or reprints attributed to Behrmann, Cohn,
Curtis, Dumonteul, Fournier, Friedl, Heitmann, Imperator, lturallde, Jeffries,

Mladenovich, Moons, Ohmoge, Oneglia, Panelli, Petroni, Ruhl, Sartori,
Schroeder, Senf Bros., Sperati, Spiro Bros., Torres, Young, Zechmayer, and
unnamed sources in London, Paris and Lucerne. Fake cancelations attributed to
Cohn of Hamburg including many markings found on remainders of 1880-1904
issues of Colombia and its states will be the subject of an article in the
next issue.
The collection contains many clippings from reference works in English
and German (source not always identified). Unfortunately it does not include
the sources for many of the names of the forgers. Thirty-one pages are
devoted to fergeries of the 1861 issue. The collection also includes
illustrations of cliches used by catalog and album publishers and colored
photographs from journals and auction catalogs which might deceive collectors.
It is mounted on B x 9 inch pages. Many are well filled, but others contain
only a few stamps or a clipping. The entire collection (260 pages) has been
photocopied for our library. Some of the stamps with dark backgrounds did not
Cody too well. COPAPHIL has purchased the national portion for our reference
collection. When it is integrated with the current reference collection, we
will have the most extensive reference collection of Colombia known. It will

provide material for the Forgeries and Reprints column for several years and
allow us to provide expertization service to our members. It is planned to
have the reference collection on display at our 1994 meeting at NAFEX.

This issue contains the final installment of Howard Frome's compilation
of Colombian manuscript markings. Howard is always interested in seeing new
markings not included in his articles. He is also interested in seeing
photocopies of any counterfeit markings you may find.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classifed per line:
Business cards:

one issue - $ .50, four issues - $1.50.
one issue - $1.50, four issues - $5.00.

WANTED: INVERTED CENTER errors. Need worldwide inverts, especially
common and Latin American, in quantity. Ship with price. Dean M. Ryder, Box
(12/93)
924 Burlington VT 05402
WANTED: PANAMA errors. Good prices. Mint or used. John Lewis Bob o Hampton
(06/94)
Apt 410 No. Lauderdale FL 33060

PUBLICATIONS
COPW-ARIA: Volumes I-X complete, U.S. & Canada $57.50 postpaid, other $67.50
postpaid. Single volumes, U.S. & Canada $7.50, other $9.00 postpaid.
"Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia of Quito" by George Maier, U.S
& Canada hard cover $33.00, soft cover $28.00, others add $2.00 for postage.
(includes markings of southern Colombia). COPAPHIL Library 1270 Howard Ave.
Suite 321, 8ur1ingame CA. 94010. Checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia.
(Indefl
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JIM CROSS, Editor
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All articles appearing in this journal may be reprinted or summarized
providing that credit is given to Copacarta and to the author.

IN THIS ISSUE
COPAPHIL NEWS
FROM TI-E PRESIDENT'S DESK
COLOMBIA - "NAND:M.14 HANDSTAMPS" PART II MANC1311.IN MAW INGS APPLIED BY
PRIVATE FIRMS by Eric Harris
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG
TEN YEARS OF COFACARTA by James Negus
COLOMBIA POSTAL ROUTES, THE MANIZALES ROUTE by Jim Cross
PANAMA STAMP PACKAGE PRINTERS RMN 5
PANAMA INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPONS by David Leeds
PANAMA WATERLOW Sri FSMAN'S PROOF SHEETS
A CATALOOLE FOR ADVANCED ODLLECTORS W_MEMBERED
THE SERRANE GUIDE - COLOMBIA, a Review by Jim Cross
COUNTERFEITS AND REPRINTS, T1-1E 1665 REGISTRATION STAMPS OF COLOMBIA
MARKET REPORT, TEE OCTOBER 1993 CORINPHILA SALE
SPACE FILLERS
CLASSIFIED ADS

#6.84111,4..pr

°

26
29
30
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
42
43
44

Ad 4,0,6*.
•
Is,

ICU!"
Ir41:

24
25

44153.

1859 co\,er from Medellin to France, one of two covers known franked with
classic issues and sent to Europe. See the Market Report, page 42 for prices
realized for this and other classic i tems in the October 1993 Corinphila sale.
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBER
302 FORSTREUTER, Stephen A Box 525
CHANGES OF ADDRESS
C09 BLANTCN, Herman Jr.
C55 MA_Z, Leo
252 MILLER, Robert
C83 kEISS, Gary B

CH-3401 Bergdorf I

Switz.

934 W. High St.
Mt. Vernon CH 43050
USA
425 Broadway
New York NY 10013
USA
Bahnstr. 11
67158 Ellerstadt
Germany
USA
400 Medical Ctr Blvd #111 Webster TX 77598

DECEASED
119 BOLDUC, Arthur
DROPPED, NON-PAYMENT OF DUES
C37
279 BAYO, Rolando
270
213 BYLEN, Peter
178
141 DERRICK, William
297
180X EDWARDS, Bruce
247
294 HeGDPVL, Robert N

HELLNER, Haakon
JENSEN, Bent
KRESS, Mickey
LIAKOPULOS, N.
MILLS, Thomas

159
299
11:11-i
296
286

PARKER, Del
PRIETO, Alejandro
ROCHE, Stephen
RYCER, Dean M.
STARON, Glenn

Mr. Forstreuter is a dealer in stamps and postal history of Colombia and
Panama dba FORSTREUTER AG. It is a bit of a disappointment that six of
fifteen members who joined us last year did not renew their memberships paraphrasing the words of the popular song: "what did we have that we don't
have now?" I never met Arthur Bolduc personally although he was a business
customer. He collected all Latin American countries.
The following members have contributed a minimum of $5.00 for this year
and are recognized as contributing members for 1993-1994:
242
C06
C12
267
C14
C17
143
295
188
CB8
C86
289

ARN, J.

AROSEW_NA, E.
BOOOFF, J.
BORK, N.
GRID, F.
CANNON, J.
CHAMBONNET, C.
CRAIN, W.
CRESPO, R
D'ELIA, R.
FAIRLIE, M.
FAISTALER, T.

195
302
181
C30
244
246
C33
C38
C41
259
125
277

FISCHER, W.
238 LANGLAIS,. E.
FORSTREUTER, S. 146 COPP, G.
177 LOWRIE, W.
FOSTER, A.
C55 MALZ, L.
FRIEDMAN, D.
FRCHLICH, A.
284 MANGO, R.
170 MARKOVITS R.
GOMEZ, J.
GOODRICH, G.
L / MARKS, A.
W-LP'E, J.
121 MARKS, M.
560 MITO-ELL, R.
IRESON, R.
263 OSOH1ANN, C.
JANSEN, E.
JIMENEZ, R.
C64 PASCUAL, V.
KONTER, L.

C91
293
C72
240
274
106
092
C78
128
094
C84

PRECIADO, M.
PRINCE, J.
SAUBER, J.
SIMSON, M.
SLOCU1B, C.
STJERMAOLCK, F
SWANGER, G.
TINDALL, H.
lENEGAS, L.
WAYMAN, G.
WELCH, B.

Bulletin 112 of the Club Filatelico de Bogota lists the award winners at
the international show, Brasiliana 93. Member Brigitte Kaplan was awarded
(for the first time/ a Large Gold for "Classic Colombia." Member Felipe Toro
earned a Gold with special prize for "Airmails." Member Mario Ortiz received
a Vermeil for "Colombian First Plights". Other exhibitors included: Augusto
%Inaba, "Soverign State of Antioquia", Gold; Pbro. Juan Fdo. Posada, "Classic
Colombia", Gold; and Santiago Sanchez, "Classic Colombia 1859-1866", Vermeil.
Our sales manager, Federico Brid, is preparing the catalog of our 11th
Mail Bid Sale. As this goes to press I am uncertain whether it will be mailed
with the issue or separately in the near future.
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FRCM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
Dux biannual meeting is firmly scheduled for NAPEK 94 at the Sheraton
National Hotel, Columbia Pike & Washington Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, June
24-25-26, 1994. Debby Friedman has taken care of contacts and arrangements, and
it looks like all ystems GO. Official entry forms are available from Member
Dr. Michael D. Dixon, PO Box 7474. McLean VA, 22106-7474. As unual there will
be a special COPAPHIL award. Others meeting at NAPEX this year include the
specialist societies of Helvetia, Italy, Indochina, Nepal/Tibet, and India.
Closing date for the Committee's receipt of entry forms is March 15, 1994, but
: would suggest promptness.
: cannot overemphasize the importance and benefits of exhibiting and
attending these biannual events. Interchange of information and ideas with your
peers, opportunity to examine award-winning exhibits, availability of new
material from selected dealers, and the social factor of meeting with your fellow
collectors. On exhibiting -- : have never failed to learn something germane to
my collecting activity from both the review of other exhibits and discussionwith
collectors examining my exhibit.
Exhibit critiques are also a :earning experience. On the social side we
are scheduling an informal occasion Friday evening, June 26, at a nearby Latin
restaurant. Sc get that exhibit ready, schedule your activities, and mark your
calendar. Washington now has a new appeal with the opening of the Postal Museum.
The current officers feel that they have served their time. In keeping
with our by-laws we have scheduled an election, with a new President to take
office on the conclusion of the NAPEv. meeting. Nominations for President, VicePresident, and Secretary are solicited by mail and will remain open for floor
nominations at our Saturday meeting. Nominees not present must have written
acceptance of the office if elected.
Mail Sale Manager Federico Brid has set the date of our upcoming "sale"
mntioned elsewhere. Catalogs will be mailed well before the date. There is
some excoptional material, so bidding should be spirited.
The series of PANAMA a'0 articles will continue with an occasional break
while we get :114.(iiticnal input from members' collections. I badly need more data
on the later material after 1955. Let me have your input in good sharp, clean
B&W xeroxes of unusual material, enlarged x1.5 or x2.0 on a black background.
Meanwhile, we will work on the contemporaneous airmails, and a few odds and ends
of other unusual Panama material.
Happy holidays, and hope tc see you at NAPEX 94.

David J. Leeds, Box 491472, Los Angeles, CA 90049
or COPAPHIL, Box 2245, El Cajon, CA 92021
(310) 472-0282 or (619) 561-4959
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MANCOMUN

Bogota Apartado 1151
8 lov 38

'Aeroplane'
Probably Bank but which?
Bogota
17 Jan 33 ' 17 Jul 37
(4 different firms)

MANCOMUN

Drogueries Aliedes 7
Medellin
Unboxed 61 x 5 an

Sloping "MAICOMUF
12 Jun 35

30 Sep 35 Purple

specally Printed AAJCOIUJ Envelopes
Anglo-South American bank. Medellin

24 Mar 38

Tipographia Manizales

10 Feb 34

FROM TI-E EDITOR'S MAILRoF.

Chia, Colombia 15 Oct 1993
I read with such interest the article by Kenneth Rowe published in
CORACARTA. Vol X No 3 concerning the "Numeral Issue of 1908, 1/2 Centavo."
There a number of publications about this issue and no doubt the best study
was made by John N. Myer. Some earlier publications give little or nothing
concern i ng this issue. Nobody had published the legal basis for the issue.
No one knows the exact date when it was placed in circulation nor when it was
withdrawn from use. Without doubt there were many stones and printings and in
order to study them one has to have many multiples. In the 1/2 centavo value
the statement that all of the sheets were 10x10 is not correct.
Attentatively
Dr. Vytautas Stasiukynas.
Editor's Note: In proof of his last statement, Dr. Stasiukynas enclosed a
photocopy of a complete sheet of 160 (10 rows of 16 subjects each).
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TEN YEARS OF COPACARTA
by James Negus

June of 1993 saw the completion of ten volumes of 03FACARTA. There was
no fanfare at the time, but I feel this event merits comment and a word of
thanks to the editor, Jim Cross. COPAFHIL has been exceedingly fortunate in
having him at the helm. Unfailingly, each quarter since the first number i n
August 1983, a quality juournal has been published and has arrived on
schedule. This is a notable achievement for a specialist society, worthy of
celebration.
Taking the ten-year span. COPACARTA now runs to 852 pages. It contains
virtually no padding and has put before readers a very large quantity of
i nformation, such of it not published hitherto or, being in Spanish,
inaccessible to many.
Thcugh the journal had included separate indices to each volume, it was
time to have one cumulative index to the whole run, so that this information
could be readily located. I offered to show my appreciation of Jim Cross's
work by compiling the ten-year index which will be mailed with this issue. It
refreshed my mui pury of all the interesting material that had appeared. It
certainly disposed of Jim's perpetual worry that Panama had been neglected in
coverage in comparison with Colombia; the index showed this not to be so.
In Colombia postal markings, postal history and airmail have come off
best and "1000 Days" stamps have been well treated. The notable lack is
Colombia moderns: apart from airmail, the 20th century is a bit thin so far.
A welcome feature of COPACARTA is its attention to Colombian States, a truly
neglected area in the non-specialist press. key publication here must
undoubtedly be details of Dr. Gene Scott's treasures and I hope he can be

persuad e d to get into print soon.
Reviwing COFACARTA's contents for the index brought home what helpful
material had come from some of the specialized study circles that are a part
of COPARHIL. Organized data has been provided on 19th century Colombian
stamps, postal markings and picture postcards. But there are six other
circles mentioned as having been formed and it is hoped their findings will
also be featured in the journal.
Somewhat disappointing is that members in Colombia itself have tended
to publish work in COPACARTA over the decade. Fossibly they feel more
comfortable in contributing to the journals in their own country? But their
unique knowledge and access to information would be greatly welcomed outside
their borders and COPACARTA is an ideal vehicle.
not

The index identifies authors of articles and it became clear how much we
are indebted to certan individuals. To mention just a few whose names became
familiar through the decade: Alan Anyon, Larry Crain, Bob D'Elia, Debby
Friedman, Howard Frome, the late Eugenia Debauer, Eric Harris, Dr. James
Helme, Robert karrer, David Leeds, Bob Mitchell, Kenneth Rowe, Dr. Vytautas

Stasiukynas - these and others have shared their knowledge and researches.
But "a tip of the hat" (in member Bill Welch's happy phrase) must, of course,
go to editor Jim Cross. He has made the most substantial contribution of all

througn his writings, quite a lot of it without crediting himself with a
by-line. (And, because of standard practice, such articles in the index have
to be shown as anonymous.) I salute him.
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The cumulative index. The i ndex for COPACARTA 1983-93 is compiled in
normal index style, rather than the classified contents lists that appeared
annually. The weakness of this latter method is that it gives only the title
of an article (which ma y not be very informative) and does not necessarily
analyse the actual subject content.
For ease of reference the index is p resented in four sections: (1)
Colombia: (2) Colombia States & Departments; (3) Panama; and (4) COPAPHIL.
For each Country or State 1 list subjects first, then stamp issues by date.
Under Colombia, the stamp issues are grouped into Nineteenth Century,
1899-1902 Civil War, and Twentieth Century. Under Panama, stamp issues are
split into Pre-Independence and Republic of Panama. The COPAPHIL section
gathers together all society information in one list by subject. )-or
cuatuleteness and as a guide to librarians a Final page gives a list of loose
enclosures circulated with the journal.
I have tried to make sure all matter of permanent reference value is
indexed. Only one area was deliberately omitted. the Market Reports column.
This has mentioned hundreds of individaal stamps that could only be properly
dealt with by a separate index. I therefore put in locations only to major
reports plus the annual reviews of Scott prices. Comments on Scott's price
realignment and their revisions of Colombia listings are important and I show
them under "Catalogs'. Four articles not tied to Catalogs or Scott appear
under "Market".
I decided on three other exclusions. These were (1) Sales Department
calls for lots, now vanished into history; (2) mentions of articles appearing
in contemporary magazines, as these are easily found through the Library; and
announcements of forthcoming meetings - only reports of them needed indexing,
as this is where actual information is to be found.
Official decrees were a bit of a problem, as they are frequently
referred to in passing. I decided to put in entries only where texts had been
reproduced in translation. This has been a valuable service by COPACARTA and
it was important to trace the whereabouts of such translations via an index
entry . Passing mentions of decrees in articles do not really need
particularization; they arise naturally in course of reading about any given
issue or subject.
I hope members will now find my index helpful in finding their way
around ten fruitful years of CDPACARTA publication.

THE POST CARD CORNER,

This column will indeed just fill a small corner at the bottom of this
page. Eric Harris has been especially helpful in sending in photocopies of
postal cards found in sales in the U.K. His latest sending includes a
publisher not listed thus far, Papeleria "La Estrella" of Barranquilla. Two
of its cards are known, both used in 1911. A number of Eric's cards were sent
from Colombia to St. Jean de Brave (Loiret) France. I remember this small
village well from my three year's military service in Orleans of which St.
Jean is a suburb. The cards were mailed in 1917 by Ricardo Lleras Oodazzi rroBogota to Robert Proust. Is the sender known to any members in Colombia? All
members with pre-1920 post cards are invited and urged to submit photocopies.
-3i-
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COLUMBIA POSTAL ROUTES, THE MANIZALES ROUTE
by Jim Cross

This was the shortest of the nine nineteenth century national postal
routes. It paralleled the northern route between Bogota and Facatativa and
then descended to Ambalema on the Magdalena River via San Juan de Rio Seco.
From there it crossed the Cordillera via Lerida and Armero to Manizales. The
hill history of tre route is not known. Manizales was also served by a
transverse line of the Pacific route from Cartago. The decree of 26 Aug 1856
mentioned a route from Bogota to Lerida. However the Postal Law of 1859 omits
this route, and states that Ambalema was served by a transverse line from
Honda. The route as described above is mentioned in the annual reports of the
Postal Administrator for fiscal years 1876 and 1877.
Pre-stamp covers are known from Ambalema (1-Class I, 2-Class II and
3-Class VI markings) and from Rioseco (1-Class VI marking). Manuscript
cancels are known on national stamps From Ambalema, Rioseco, Lerida and
Manizales. There are 1883 and 1884 covers with Manizales ms. cancels in the
Alex Rendon collection including the unusual bisect shown below. Two class VI
handstamps from Ambalema and one from Rioseco are known used on stamps. Class
XI handstamps are known on stamps from Ambalema, Rineco and Manizales with
the Ambalema marking on cover. Handstamps of Classes VI, VII, VIII, IX(3) and
X are known from Manizales plus the non-standard mute and cds handstamps
illustrated. The Class VIII handstamp drawing is Incomplete.
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PANAMA STAMP PACXAGE PRINTERS

gi- ai

Two real "back of the book" items have turned up. They are seals used by the
printing companies to secure packages of sheets of stamps delivered to Panama
postal authorities. The Perkins, Bacon & Co.Ld seal is dark blue with a blue
typed description of contents. It was associated with a group of stamps of the
1934 National Institute commemorative. The American Bank Nate Company seal,
black on pink background, was with stamps of the 4th Postal Congress issue of
1936. If any of our members have similar items, we can
illustrate them.
DJL 11/91

J erkins. Bacon & Co.Ld
SOUTHWARK BRIDGE B LDG S. LOH DO N.
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PANAMA INTERNATIONAL REPLY COLFONG
by David Leeds

International Reply Coupons are available for most countries that are
members of the U.P.U. The first type, known as the Rome type, was authorized
by the U.P.U. in 1906. The Panama Rome type was issued in 1907 and i
d until
1930. A second format, the London type, was used from 1 July 1930 until late
in 1965. A third format, the Lausanne type [not illustrated below], was used
from 1964 until 1975(7/. A list of ail International Reply Coupons issued by
any U.P.U. member can be found in the Scott U.S. Specialized Catalog.
For
more information on these coupons see the article in Stamps Magazine 7 Dec
1974. International Reply Coupons were also authorized by the U.P.A.E.
Illustrated below is the front and reverse of a coupon from Costa Rica. Note
that -which" is misspelled in the English text on the reverse.
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PANAMA WATERLCW qaFSMAN'S P9CCF SHEETS

Salesmen employed by major stamp printers often carried sample books
which showed examples of the work done by the firm. These books often
contained examples of stamps in other than issue colors. Single stamps cut
from pages in these books are occasionally found. Complete pages are quite
scarce. Illustrated be/ow is a complete page of Panama stamps in unissued
colors from a Waterlow salesman's sample book.

SONS LIMITED

WATERLOW

PRINTED DIRECT PROM PLATE.
a 7077
5 r 3 Va.;

• .7 7074
• ." 3•••

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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"A CPTPIOGUE FOR AUYANCSO GCLLECTURS " WIEMERED

"A Catalogue for Advanced Collectors" by Henry Collin and Henrly L.
Caiman was publisned by the Scott Stamp and Coin Company ca 1890. This
serially published catalogue has become a rare book and is little known today.
It was issued in 14 parts plus a large color supplement. Reproductions are
of exceptionally good quality. It i5 of interest today for what it lasts as
well as for its omissions. The Colombia section with its States in Part II i s
rather lengthy, since it presents the cubiertas and official cubiertas in
great detail. If several of our readers request, we will reprint it in future
issues. The brief Panama section is reproduced below (we trust that the
copyright has expired).

COLOMBIAN REPUBLIC—PANAMA—SANTANDER.

235

Panama,
1878.
Lithographed on white wove paper. Sian g :
5, io, 20C, ISpi. x23% Eire ; 5oc, 23127 mm.

2

3

4

5c green
'Cc blue
2IX red

5a yellow
Varieties
a. roc stamps cut diagonally in two. each
half bring used as a 5c_
5c blue (hall of roc)
5
h. Rouletted (unofficially).
6
sc green
7
roc blue
8
ape red
g
sac yellow

t • Black ;repression on colored wove
paper.
xo
IC green
II
2c pink (1888)
12
st blue
13
roc Tao.
24 20c mauve (1888)
2° Colored impression on white wove
paper.
/5
50c brown
1888.
Provisional l ee or,
roc stamps surcharged with new value in
violet.
Perforated /3X.

:t475.160au,

1887-88.
Litho-graphed on wove paper.
inrn.
Perforated I3X.

Site 24)4I
/6

sc onjroc yellow

STAMPS FOR REGISTERED LETTERS.
/888.
Lithographed in black on gray wove paper
Size 38xi8 ram.
Perforated z3%.
51 Inc gray
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THE SERRANE GUIDE - COLOMBIA
by Jim Cross

The "Vade Mecum du Specialiste-Expert en Timbre-Poste Hors d'Europe"
better known as The Serrane Guide, Volume II" was written by Fernand Serrane
and published in France in the 1920's. His two volume work was the last study
of worldwide forgeries to be published. Volume I covered countries of Europe
and Volume II covers the rest of the world. The original works contained 795
pages. They have been translated for the A.P.S. by Dr. Courtland Eyer,
retired professor of romance languages at Pennsylvania State University.
American Philatelist editor and COPAPHIL member Bill Welch began the
publication of the second volume in November 1992 and the section on Colombia
appeared in the July, August and September issues this year. In 1995 I
purchased a Colombia reference collection at auction organized according to
the Serrane Wide which contained a typewritten translation of the original
French text (not the Eyer translation). Bill Welch made a copy of the Eyer
translation available to COPAPHIL when he began publishing Volume I with the
stipulation that nothing be written about it until it had been published.
Presumably budget considerations prevent the A.P.S. from publishing it as two
bound volumes. I have been saving my copies of the American Philatelist for
the last four years with the thought of removing the installments and binding
them together.
When I was a boy one of my favorite cartoons was "Out Our Way" which
appeared daily in our local newspaper. The cartoonist used several recurring
themes, one of which was "born thirty years too late." This may be an apt
caption for the Serrane Guide translation. The guide would have been of real
value to me when I began collecting stamps in 1935 and even in 1963 when I
returned to the hobby as a world-wide collector. However, to the specialists
of today it is of marginal use, and to the extent that it is used instead of
more specialized publications it may actually be a detriment to philately.
The guide has three shortcomings for the specialist. First, Serrane
assumes that its users are familiar with 19th century forgeries, possibly from
copies of Earee's work. In meet country sections he lumps these together as
"old forgeries" without complete descriptions. Often he uoc phrases such as
"very bad old forgery" without further explanation or states "forgeries exist
- must be compared with originals." That statement will not prevent forgeries
from deceiving both dealers and collectors who often cannot recognize a
genuine stamp. Second, while it has some excellent drawings showing
characteristics of originals and forgeries, most forgeries are not
illustrated. Finally, the translated guide omits forgeries produced since its
original publication and also older forgeries and reprints which were
unrecognized at the time it was written. A serious defect is that it refers
to the stamps only by their Yvert & Tellier catalog numbers, which are not
generally known to collectors in the U.S.
The Colombia section fills six and a half pages in the three issues of
the American Philatelist. Its best features are drawings of the 1861 issue,
of the 5 and 10P stamps of the 1866 issue, and of the 1870 A/R issues.
However, the latter is no longer correct based upon the research on the
lithographic stones which Alex Rendon shows in his exhibit of the 1866-1883
issues, which demonstrates that some stamps formerly considered to be reprints
are in fact genuine. Photocopies of the A/P translation may be ordered from
the COPAPHIL library.
-38-
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COUNTERFEITS AND REPRINTS
THE 1865 REGISTRATION 5TPe1PS

These stamps were issued in 1865 to pay for two new types of service,
"Anotac i on" and "Reilstro", authorized by the law of 29 Apr 1865. They were
used until 1870 when they were replaced by an issue in smaller format. Earee
incorrectly indicates the "A" stamp was apparently typographed. Postal
administration reports from the mid-1870's show slightly over 1000 registered
and 650 registered and annotated letters per year. Statistics from 1865 to
1870 have not been seen, but assuming they were not more than the 1870's
numbers, less than 10,000 "R" and 4000 "A" stamps were postally used. Mint
stamps are considerably scarcer. There is no indication in the literature
that more than one lithographic stone was used to prepare each of these
stamps. The size of the sheets is unknown and mint multiples are very scarce.
There are five known forgeries of the "A" stamp and eight of the "R"
stamp. Attributions to forgers are those shown in the reference collection
recently purchased by COPAPHIL. Genuine used stamps are usually cancelled
with the oval town handstamps, with or without the word FRANCA, in use in
Colombia in the period. A few have manuscripts cancels. No imitations of
genuine cancelations have been seen on the forgeries. Most Spiro and Fournier
forgeries have fake cancels which immediately identify them. It has been
difficult to identify genuine stamps because the Scott, Gibbons, Michel and
Yvert catalog illustrations are based on forgeries and the illustrations in
the Temprano and Barriga specialized catalogs are too crude to serve as
guides. Even the purported photo of an original "R" stamp in Earee
illustrates a forgery. All illustrations in this text are enlarged 1.22 to 1.

ORIGINALS. Lithographed in black on thin gray-white wove paper.
"A" stamp The periods after E.U. are very short dashes.
The period below the S of CENTS is to the left of that letter.
There are eight shading lines in the upper triangle of the large A.
There are eight distinct berries along the left branch of the wreath.
A leaf touches the C of CORREOS and another almost touches the first R.
The base of the humeral is more than 1/2 mm. from the leaf to its left.
"R" stamp There is a short dash after the E and a shorter dash after the U.
The and of the serif at the top of the large R is a rectangle.
The tail of the large R enters the point of the star at the lower right.
There are 5 bricks in the row to the left of the crossbar of the R.
The bottom of the S in CORREOS AND NACIONALES is bigger than the top.

ORIGINALS
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FORGERY A

FORGERY B

FORGERY A (Attributed to Zechmayer c1866) - Lithographed on soft unsurfaced
paper. (Earee's second forgeries).
"A" stamp. Wreath is poorly drawn with lettering too thick and poorly shaped.
stamp. Lettering is too thick and runs together.
Dashes after E. U. are too long.
Three bricks in the row to the left of the crossbar of the R.
FORGERY B (Attributed to Sartori c1870) - Lithographed in grayish black.
"A" stamp. Right side of U has a serif. No period after U.
Period centered under S of ENTS.
"R" stamp. C's of COLOMBIA AND CORREC6 have serifs.

Four bricks in the row to the left of crossbar of the "R".
"5" at upper left touches frame of point of star.

4.0
0

FORGERY D

FORGERY C

FORGERY C (Attributed to Spiro. c1866) - Lithographed on gray-white paper.
("A" is Earee's first forgery, "R" is Earee's third forgery).
"A" stamp. No periods after E or U.
Period centered under S of CENTS.
Five lines of shading in upper triangle of "A".
No part of leaves touch word CORREC6.
"R" stamp "V" of CENTAVOS has a bar making it look like an inverted A.
Letters of NACIONALES in groups, "NA CIO NALES", and S touches border.
Right leg of "R" is too short and does not enter point of star.
FORGERY D (previously unrecorded). Lithographed in dark black on brownish
white paper. Very crude forgeries.
"A" stamp. Lettering of E.U. DE COLOMBIA too large.
Period centered under 5 of CENTS. and leaf covers "C" of CORRECTS.
-40-
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"R" stamp. NACIONALES misspelled NATICNALES.
No brickwork in lower right point of star.
co,, 4

FORGERY E - (Attributed to Fournier). Illustrations show both stamps with a
fake grid cancel and one with each other fake cancel used. Serrane's Geneva
forgeries. Very numerous. Lithographed in black on very white paper.
"A" stamp. No periods after E. or U.
Period centered below S of CENTS. Tail of 5 almost touches wreath.
For lines 04 shading in upper triangle of "A".
"R" stamp. Very long dash after E. and a dot after U.
Tail of R too short and does not enter point of star at lower right.
Three bricks in row to left of crossbar of "R".
The left end of the serif at the top of the "R" comes to a point.

Illustration
unavailable

FORGERY G

FORGERY H

FORGERY F - (Attributed to Heitman c1884). Lithographed on yellowish-white
paper. (Earee's fifth forgery).
"R" stamp. Lettering is too large, "S" of NAC/ONALES touches frame of star.
Four bricks in row to left of crossbar of P.
Center white line in tail of R points to right, rather than up.
FORGERY G - origin unknown. (Earee's first forgery).
"R" stamp. A thick dash after E and a triangular-shaped dot after U.
The "C" of COLOMBIA is a "G".
The "S" of NACIONPLES touches the border of the star.
FORGERY H - origin unknown. Lithographed in dark black on thick
yellowish-white wove paper. Earee's fourth forgery.
stamp. A long curved dash after the E and a round dot after the U.
Letters -MB" of COLOMBIA are larger than other letters of that word.
Four and a half bricks in row to left of crossbar of R.
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THE MARKET REPORT
THE OCTOBER 1993 CORINPHILA SA1 F

This sale included a spectacular collection of classic Colombia with
many outstanding multiples and covers which have not been on the market formany years. Competition for the better items was strong and many sold for
considerably more than pre-sale estimates. The unique block of 50 of the 1859
20c blue realized $240,000, a new record for a Colombian item and pushed the
total realization for the sale over $500,000, a record for a Colombia
collection. Prices realized have been converted at 3 S.F. - $2.00 and do not
include buyer's commission or taxes. Better lots included:
Lot 3439 Pre-stamp cover from Liverpool to Lima with "Paid at Panama" and red
doable circle "Panama Ap 24/1847" - $2200
Lot 3440 Scott 1 olive green horiz strip of 5 ex-Boker - $1400.
Lot 3441 Scott 1 yellow green block of 4 ex-Boker - $1467.
Lot 3445 Scott 1 olive green VF used with blue numeral "2" - $567.
Lot 3454 Scott 1 olive green VF used strip of 5 ex-Newbury - $1067.
Lot 3455 Scott 1 emerald used block of 4 ex-Newbury/Burrus - $1467.
Lot 3457 Scott 2a blue superb horiz tete-beche pair - $5000.
Lot 3458 Scott 2+2a light blue in block of 4 - $9 -M.
Lot 3471 Scott 2+2a+2b mint block of 40 (3 tete-beche pairs), with the
center of the 50c transfer error excised ex-Ferrari/Hind - $106667.
Lot 3472 Scott 3b with the error 20 changed to 50 (plate pos 38), one of
three recorded copies - $10667.
Lot 3486 Scott 4 red brown irregular mint block of five - $1400.
Lot 3502 Scott 4 used on folded letter from Bogota - $2113.
Lot 3503 Scott 4 used on folded letter from La Mesa - $9333.
Lot 3504 Scott 4a used on cover from Santa Marta ex-Myer/Newberger - $14000.
Lot 3510 Scott 2+4 used on folded letter from Rio Negro ex-Wickersham - $14000
Lot 3521 Scott 6 top margin block of 4 ex-Burrus - $1067.
Lot 3522 Scott 6 pale blue horiz block of 10 - $1867.
Lot 3523 Scott 6 horiz block of 18 from upper right corner - $2133.
Lot 3574 Scott 6+6b+bc unique sheet of 50, the most important item in
Colombian philately ex-Newbury/Neuburger - $240000 (180% of estimate).
Lot 3e37 Scott 6 used on cover from Medellin to France ex-Bur rue - $14000.
Lot 3534 Scott 6 used on folded letter from Honda - $2400.
Lot 3535 Scott 2+6 used on folded letter from Santa Marta - $16000.
Lot 3545 Scott 7 vertical block of 12 (3 stamps thin) ex-Larsen - $1333.
Lot 3546 Scott 7 irregular block of 20 - $ 2900.
Lot 3573 Scott 11 lower corner block of 18 - $6667.
Lot 3574 Scott Ila mint strip of 3 on pelure paper ex-Newbury - $10667.
Lot sbli Scott lla block of 28 with tete-beche pair ex-Newbury/Boker - $50000.
Lot 3585 Scott 11 used on folded letter from Bogota ex-Newbury - $8000.
Lot 3589 Scott 10+11 on folded letter from Medellin ex-Wickersham - $13333.
Lot 3600 Scott 12 used horiz pair with Bogota cancellation - $1067.
Lot 3601 Scott 12 on cover from Bogota to Ambalema ex-Wickersham - $6667.
Lot 3602 Scott 9+12 used on piece, Bogota cancellation - $800.
The sale also included several lots of Antioquia which realized
considerably above the 1993 Scott values.
Ldt 1681 Beett I used witew yellow spots and ms. cancel - $700.
Lot 7eR3 Scott 2 used with ms. town name - $500.
Lot 3684 Scott 3 used with wide margin, Concordia ms. cancel - $700.
Lot 3685 Scott 4 used with Antioquia ms. cancel - $700.
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SPACE FILLERS

A eurulative index to the first ten volumes of COPACARTA is included
with this issue. Production of the index was a team effort. James Negus
prepared the copy on his eueuuter in England and sent it on diskette to Dr.
Michael Dixon in Washington D.C. Michael used his software to format the copy
for printing and sent it to me in California where for printing. The only
thing missing was a fax. We are fortunate to have an excellent and very
professionally prepared index and I want to thank Jim Negus for his effort and
for his kind words in the article in this issee. Be sure to read Jim's
article before using the index. His discussion of some of the issues involved
in index preparation is enlightening.
Thanks to Dr. Colin Ross and Eric Harris for the photocopies of the
COR/NPHItA sale discussed in the Market Report column. They will be preserved
in our library. It will be interesting to see the Classic Colombia exhibits
in future internationals and find out which specialists in that area wars the
successful bidders. Many COPAPHIL members were privileged to view the
material in the Court of Honor at our 1909 meeting at Bk_PEX. The 521333 paid
far lot 3502 set a new high for a single Colombian postal history item.
The first part of the article on NAND/31V markings by Eric Harris
appeared in the December 1991 issue. You may wish to refresh your memory by
rereading it in conjunction with Part I/.
I did not intend to document the Manizales postal route until later in
the series, but I needed a page of copy to complete this issue and since there
is very little material on this route, it fit satisfactorily.
Apparently
Manizales was not an important town until late i n the 19th century. The Class
VI marking on a stamp is a M44IZALES DE OFICIO marking which was found on a
loose stamp of the 1865 issue. This is an indication that the other Class VI
handstamps for FRANCA and DEBE may exist, but they have not been reported.
The 1882 cover pictured is the earliest reported cover from that town and the
total number of 19th century covers is not large. One of the best 1904
inflation covers, the only one showing non-philatelic inflation rate use of
the 5 pesos stamp of the 1892, originated in that town. Can any Colombian
members supply more information about Manizales?
In addition to the Corinphila sale, several other recent sales have
featured better material from our area of interest including the Wilshire 100
sale on 30 November 1 . 793 by the Wilshire Stamp Co., Public Auction 85 of
George Alevizos and the December 1-2 Cherrystone Auction which included
material from the collection of our deceased member J.C. Boonshaft. Other
material from that collection is in a forthcoming Harmers sale. The Robert
Siegel Sale 756 included several Colombian items including the cover which is
illustrated on the top of the next page. It is a rare mixed franking incoming
cover showing use of stamps of the 1876 issue to pay internal postage within
Colombia. Although it was illustrated in color on the cover of the sales
catalog, three covers were overlapped and the bottom fourth cif the envelope
was covered. Any members having prices realized from these sales are urged to
submit a copy, so that the sales can be reviewed in the next issue.

The holiday season is a time for making lists, Christmas lists and lists
of New Year's resolutions. The rest of this column is a list of Colombian and
Panamanian exhibits that I would like to see. If you are thinking about
exhibiting perhaps you will see something of interest on the lists.
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FlerblED MULTIFRAME EXHIBITS.
1. TRADITIONAL. COLOMBIA(or PANAMA), the 1930's issues (or the 1940's issues)
2. TRADITIONAL. COLCMBIA(or PANAMA), postal tax and charity issues.
3. TRADITIONAL. COLCMBIA. The provisional issues of 1918-1926.
4. POSTAL HISTORY. PH of Bogota (or Medellin, Cartagena, Colon, Panama)
5. POSTAL HISTORY. CO-OMBIA airmail rates and routes 1960-1980.
6. POSTAL HISTORY. COLOMBIA (or PANAMA) in World War II.
7. POSTAL. HISTORY. PH of Dept. of NariFlo (or Norte de Santander, etc.)
B. THEMATIC. Higher Education in Colombia; institutions, faculty, graduates.
9. THEMATIC. COLOMBIA (or PANAMA), 50 notable citizens.
10. TfEMATIC. COLOMBIA (or PANAMA), the national coat of arms.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FSTED ONE FRAME EXHIBITS
COLOMBIA, Revenue stamps used for postage.
COLCMBIA, Postal markings of Popayan (or any other medium sized town)
COLOMBIA, The Pehlke Viewcards.
PANAMA POSTAL STATIONERY, the revenue stamped envelopes.
PANAMA (or COLOMBIA). The centenary of independence issue.
The U.S. Postal Agencies in Barranquilla and Cali.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classified per line:
Business cards:

one insertion $.50, four insertions $1.50
one insertion $1.50, four insertions $5.00

WANTED: INVERTED CENTER errors. Need worldwide inverts, especially (-Li nO n
and Latin American, in quantity. Ship with price. Dean M. Ryder, Box 924,
Burlington VT 05402
(12/93)
WANTED: PANAMA errors. Good prices. Mint or used. John Lewis 8010 Hampton,
Apt 410 No. Lauderdale FL 33066
(06-94)
COPACARTA, Volumes I-X complete, U.S. &
PUBLICATIONS FROM YCUR LIBRARY:
Canada $57.50. other $67.50. Single volumes, U.S. & Canada s7.50. other
$9.00. "Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia of auto" by George
Maier, U.S. & Canada hard cover $33.00, soft cover $28.00, others add $2.00 to
these prices. All prices include postage. COPAPHIL Library (290 Howard Ave,
Suite 321 Burlingame CA 94010. Checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia
(Indef)
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (thru 28 February 1994)
306 Castillejo, Jose F 8978 Chatsworth Dr
Box 18000-9
307 Odegard P. J.
299 Whitworth St.
304 Podolski S.
8 Foxglove Drive
306 Rushton, J.
Box 391462
309 Sandouist Tom G.
305 Schroeder Mark R
Box 3151
address unpublished
303X Spirella Mel

Houston TX 77024
Las Vegas NV 09114
Thousand Oaks CA 91360
Oakwood Derby
Mountain View GA 94039
DePere WI 54115

UGA
USA
USA
England
UGA
USA
USA

REINSTATED
213 Bylen, Peter
Box 7193
190 Hunsberger, George Box 264
190 Wellington Rd
285 Roche, Stephen

USA
Westchester IL 60154
Whitney Point NY 13862
USA
Enfield Middlesex EN1 2RT England

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
COY Blanton, Herman
281 Brown, Bill

Mt. Vernon CH 43050
Dallas TX 75225

934 W High St.
5115 McKinney Ave

USA
USA

The 10 reinstated and new members brings the active membership to 179.
Mr. Castillejo collects Panama codes 51-55 and Colombia codes 01-03. Mr.
Odegard collects Colombia and Panama. Mr. Podolsky specializes in Olympics
and Sports on stamps. Mr. Rushton collects Panama codes 54-56, 59, 63-64.
Mr. Sandguist collects Panama codes 51, 53 -56, 59 and 67. Mr. Schroeder
collects Colombia codes 02-06, 10-11, 14, 18-19 and_Panama codes 54-56, 56, 61
and 68. Mr. Spinella collects Colombia codes 05-06, 10, 12, 14, 17-18 and
Panama codes 56-57, 60, 62, 64, 67-68 and specializes in Waterlcw issues. Mr.
Castillejo and Mr. Rushton have contributed at least $5.00 and are recognized
as contributing members for 1993-1994.
In the one frame exhibit competition at BANDICAL 94 in San Diego CA the
editor received a vermeil award for his exhibit of Santander 1684 -1899 and
Larry Crain received a silver-bronze award for his exhibit of Colombia's
Beneficencia de Cundinamarca Set of 1944.
New member Sherman Podolsky contributed a copy of his 4 page article,
"What's It Worth ? Colombia's 1935 Barranquilla Issue." which appeared in the
Jan/Feb 1994 issue of the Journal of Sports Philately. The article analyzes
the value of stamps of the issue on cover based upon an unsold lot of 39
covers franked with these stamps offered by Harmers of London in a July 1993
auction. Interested members may order a copy from our library.
Member Bill Welch, editor of the American Philatelist, has recently
undergone a kidney transplant (the donor was his daughter). Best wishes for a
speedy recovery Bill. We look forward to seeing you back at your desk.
An updated membership roster is being distributed with this issue.
The next ieeoe will be mailed by 1 June 1994 in order that members can receive
it before the general meeting at NAPEX. Copy for that issue must be received
by 15 May 1994.
Successful bidders in cur 11th mail bid sale should now have received
their lots. A report of prices realized is included with this issue. Members
may purchase unsold lots (marked NB) for the minimum bid shown in the sale
catalog by contacting the Sales Manager before 30 April 1994.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
Our biannual meeting AT NAPE}[ 94 is high on our priority list. It will
be held at the Sheraton National Hotel, Columbia Pike 5: Washington Boulevard,
Arlington, Virginia, June 24-25-26, 1994. Our quota of exhibit frames is filled
so there Should be same worthwhile material to examine. Keep Friday night June
24 free for a social gathering of society members and guests.
Our Mail Sale has successfullybeen "put to bed". Federico grid discovered
the enormous amount of work required to do a good job. And a good job was done.
My purchases arrived timely, neatly packaged, accurately accounted for, and
prices were fair. Results are anneunced elsewhere in this isse. The main
problem :is the burden of time and effort. All Federico's other philatelic
activities had to be put on hold for about a two month period. In addition, his
philatelic skills are stronger in Panama than Colombia. We need an Associate
Sale Manager to lot and describe the Colombia portion of the sale. Any
volunteers?
The importance of these Mail Sales to an organization is outlined by
President Richard D. Bates, Jr. in the current issue of The' Canal Zone
Filateli,5t. First it is a mechanism for members to sell material nc longer
needed. Very good prices arc realized for quality or unuzua: material. The
costs are low with a moderate charge to the consignor. Second, it provides an
ol.v-rtu:aity for collectors to add specialty items tc their collections. Our
manager has gone to the trouble to describe or illustrate specialty items that
in an ordinary auction would have been lumped with others or merely shown as a
totalcount or catalogue value. No other sa2e has the breadth and depth of
Colombia and Panama material. And third, any profits support COPAPH:L'n
publishing ac' 4,,4 -les
Do not forget to give some consideration tc a slate of new officers. The
election, to take place at the NAPEX meeting, is wide open. Anyone willing tc
devote effort tc the society will find a place to work. All submissions will
be considered. Nominations for President, Vice-President, and Secretary arc
solicited by mail and will remain open for floor nominations at our Sa-.=-71a •
meeting. Nominees not present must have written acceptance of the office if
elected.
See you in Arlington-Washington at NAPEv. 94.

David J. Leeds, Box 491472, Los Angeles, CA 90049
or COPAPHIL, Box 2245, El Cajon, CA 92021
(310) 472-0282 or (619; 561-4959
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AN EXCITING FIND OF SANTANCER COVERS
by Jim Cross

Members in the U.S. and Canada may already have seen announcements in
the philatelic press of a find of covers franked with the 19th century issues
of the state and department of Santander. A search of the literature and an
unpublished 1989 survey of Colombian states covers by James Negus showed no
previous record of the existence of these issues on cover, although newer
information that I have now received indicates four other covers are known.
I was therefore intrigued when a December 1993 auction catalog listed a
Santander collection including 28 covers. Covers of the 1903-1904 Issues of
Santander are known and Larsen reported that many were items addressed to
known philatelists in Cartagena which may not have gone thru the malls. I
expected that most or all of the covers in the lot were of that type.
14-en the collection arrived in mid-January, I was pleased to discover
that the covers were all franked with 19th century Santander stamps. The
nature of the correspondence was also a surprise, matching a collector's
wildest dreams of what such a find should contain.
Twenty-seven covers were addressed to Pascual Moreno G. who was
apparently a student and perhaps later a faculty member of the Esc.iela Normal
de Varones in Bucaramanga. The majority were addressed to him there, but
some were sent to him in other towns and villages in Santander, The final
cover was addressed to Pascual's wife. Twenty-four covers are annotated on
the reverse in the same handwriting with the name of the sender, the town of
origin and the date of the letter. They date from 1B85 to 1895 and are
franked with stamps of the 1884, 1886, 1887, 1E69, 1892 and 1895 issues
including 5 centavos stamps in singles and pairs, 10 centavos stamps, bisects
of 10 centavos stamps and a piece with a strip of three 10 centavos stamps of
the 1809 issue Five were sent by Pascual's mother and brother from San Gil.
The rest were apparently from friends or classmates in Chorale, Pamplona, San
Andres, Socorro, Suaita, Surata and Toledo. The covers have various postal
markings, including two different handstamps of Pamplona, one struck in both
violet and black. There are manuscript cancels of seven towns including two
types from Pamplona. The two covers noted as originating in Toledo have
stamps cancelled in Pamplona. There are two covers of the first issue. The
earliest, a mourning cover with a dated mss. San Gil cancel of 29 Aug 1885,
has some repairable norm damage. The second is pictured on the cover of this
issue. Colombian collectors will have to compete with collectors of first
issues of the world for these two items. Twenty-three of the covers have
distinctive combinations of stamps and markings. Each of the other five is
similar to one of the others except for the date of posting.
I have prepared a one-frame exhibit of Santander 1884-1899 which
includes the twenty-three distinctive items. It was shown at SANOICAL '94
where it received a vermeil award in the one-frame competition. It will be
shown at PIPEX 94 in Eugene OR in May and, if accepted, non-competitively at
our bienniel meeting at NAPEX. The June 1994 ism of COPACARTA will contain
complete documentation of the find, including photos of each of the covers,
for the benefit of future collectors of Colombian states. In order to make
this documentation as complete as possible, information is solicited about any
previously undocumented covers of the 1884-1859 Santander iesue and about
Pascual Moreno G. whose family may have lived in Guapota, a small village near
San Gil, the address shown on the illustrated cover.
-48-
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FRENeH PAGLEXT reIRKILle5 ON 19TH Mee/IRV MAIL FROM PANAMA AND CO_CMVIA
by Jim Cross
Collectors of 19th century covers and postal stationery from Colombia are
familiar with French paquetet markings found on many items. Dealers generally price
these higher than similar items lacking the markings. However, few collecters or
dealers seem to have detailed knceledep of their background. French paquebet
Services were studied in detail by philatelist Raymond Sal/es who published his
findings in a series of volumes. Two sections of Volume IV are of of special
interest to our members. Pages 6B-07 discuss Ligne A which connected Colon and
Saint-Nazaire. Pages 128-143 discuss Ligne 0 which connected Colon and Bordeaux.
Sallee wrote in French, but such c- the text is devoted to descriptions of postal
markings and to tables giving the names ce ships, sailing dates and the markings
used for each voyage. These can be understood by readers who do not read French.
The above pages do not include the descriptions of the general handstaeps of Ligne 0
wh i ch may appear elsewhere in the publication. The inclusive dates of use of these
handstaftpe are therefore not shown in the table on page 51.
There was one monthly voyage on each line. The first sailing on line A was in
August 1565. It operated until Neventer 1932 with only a fee interruptions due to
the Franco-Prussian war, World War I and occasional mechanical problems. Line A
called at Colon, Savanilla, La Guaira, Martinique, Guadalupe and St. Nazaire. Santa
Marta was the Colombian port prior to July 1882 and Puerto Cabello was the early
stop in Venezuela. Line A ships always left Colon early in the month. The dates
varied from the 1st to the 5th of the month during the 19th century.
Line D began operating i n 1875. For four years the route went from Colon to
Bordeaux via Cute, Haiti, Puerto Rico and St. Thomas. Thereafter it followed the
itinerary of line A except that its French port was Bordeaux. An exception was
Dteeeter 1879 when the line D ship Colombia decked at St. Nazaire because the
Bordeaux harbor was blocked by ice in an unusually cold winter. Line D ships sailed
from Colon free 15-20 days after Line A ships. 19th century dates varied from the
20th to the 24th of the month, except for ships delayed by mechanical problems.
Generally three ships were used On each lire and three sets of postal
handeteeps were available, numbered 1, 2 and 3. The handstaeps identified the
postal agent, not the ship. Usually the rotation of postal agents was regular even
when different ships were substituted on the route. However, this was net always
the case. For example: the 1579 line D pattern for April-October departures was 3,
1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1. After 1887 No. 3 handstamps were rot used on line A.
Belles apparently listed marking numbers in his tables only when examples had
been seen. From the beginning of the service thru leee, there are 55 voyages on
lire A and 62 on line q in the tables for eeich marking numbers are net shown.

Six types of markings were used on lines A and D. All have an inner circle
containing the date. The outer border is e i ther circular or octagonal. Some early
handstamps have fleurons separating words in the cuter ring. Later types omit these
ornaments. The meth of the data is found in italics or block neeerals (this

difference was not listed by Sallee). The six types are:
1.

Circular outer border with flourons - italic month. (Sallee type A.11

Used only on early Line A markings.
2.

Circular cuter border without eleurons - italic month. (Sallee type A.2)
Used on early line A and line D markings.
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Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

3.

Circular cuter border - 117 fleurons - block month. (Salles type A.2)
Used only for line D markings in the 1090's.

4.

Octagonal outer border with fleurons - italic month. (Salles type B.26)
Used only for WNW-UNION handstamps.

5.

Octagonal outer border - no fleurons - italic month. (Salles types 6.21,
6.26 and 8.29) Used on 25 different handstamps.

6.

Octagonal outer border - no fleurons - block month. (Salles types D.61
and D.64). Used on 8 different handstamps.

Salles listed 50 different 19th century markings for Lignes A and D
which might have been used on mail from Colombia or Panama, most often applied
in black. 8 are known in blue and 2 in red. The markings were used as
transit markings on mail sent from Colombia (and Panama), on mail from other
countries via Panama and on mail posted at French consulates franked with
French stamps. Currently the COPAPHIL postal markings scrapbook contains
photocopies of 36 used on covers or items of postal stationery originating in
Colombia and Panama. This includes items from my collection; the DeVoss "Via
Panama" collection; the collections of Debbie Friedman, Eric Harris, Alex
Rendon, Robert Muller, Thomas Faistauer, Louis-Eugene Langlais and a
non-member in Belgium; and items offered for sale by Triple S stamps and
Stephen Forstreuter. Some of the other 14 probably also exist. The scrapbook
confirms that the unlisted line D dispatch of Feb 1890 was 0 No 2 and that of
Jun 1896 was D No 1. A puzzling item is a cover dispatched on line A in Apr
1E89, a dispatch with markings unlisted by Belles. It shows a handstamp which
clearly reads LIGNE A PAG FR No. A. Salles makes no mention of such a
handstamp. The "1" on many handstamps has an extra long diagonal serif which
sometimes appears to be a "4", but this marking clearly shows the crossbar of
a "4" as well.
As shown in the table below postal agents aboard the ships had a number
of different markings which could be used on a voyage. There were handstamps
with the line name, letter and agent rumber and handstamps with just the
letter and cumber which could be applied in any port. These can be found with
various dates from each voyage. Handstamps headed PANAMA-LNION, ASPINWALL,
and PANAMA are found only with the dates of departure from Panama. Handstamps
headed COLOMBIE, SAVANILLA, and STE. MARTHE can be found with two dates per
month, for mail dispatched to Panama on inbound vessels and for mall
dispatched on outbound vessels. The CCLCMBIE handstamp was occasionally used
Items dispatched on inbound vessels from
on mail dispatched from Colon.
Savanilla seem to be much scarcer than those dispatched on outbound vessels.
Salles may not have been aware of the contents of the DeVoss "Via
Panama" collection. On page 73 he states that the PANAMA PAO FR.A No 1-2-3
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handstamps are known only with a 1 Sep 1867 date while the DeVoss collection had
covers with the No. 1 handstamp dated 1 Jan 1870 and 1 May 1874 and the No. 3
handstamp dated 7 Nov 1866. On page 74 Salles states that only the STE MARTHE PAID
FR A No 3 handstamp was known (on the reverse of a piece cancelled at the Santa
Martha consulate), but the DeVoss collection had a cover with the STE MARTI-E PAO FR
A No 1 handstamp dated 26 Oct 1871.
The 19th century handstamps that could have been used on mail originating in
Colombia or Panama with dates of use according to Salles are (the slash divides the
text at the top of and bottom of the outer ring):
COLON
CCLCN
CCLCN
COLON
COLON

A
A
A
A
A

LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LlENE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
L1GNE
LIGNE
LIGhE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE
LIGNE

A/
A/
A/
A/
A/
A/
A/
A/
A/
0/
0/
0/
D/
D/
D/
0/
0/
0/
0/
0/
0/

ST NAZAIRE/L.A. No 1
ST NAZAIRE/L.A. No 2
BOROFAM/L.D. No 1
BORDFAM/L.D. No 2
BORTIFAM/L.D. No 3
PAO. FR . No 1
PAO. FR . No 2
PAO. FR . No 3
P. FR. No 2
PAO. FR . No 3
PAO. FR , No 1
P. FR. No 1
PAO. FR . No 1
P. FR. No 2
PAO. FR . No I
P. FR. No 2
PAO. FR . No 3
PAO. FR . No I
PAO. FR . No 2
PAO. FR . No 3
PAO. FR . No 1
PAO. FR . No 2
P. FR. No 3
PAO. FR . No 1
PAO. FR . No 2
PAO. FR . No 3

ASPINWALL/

PAO FR. A No 1

ASPINWALL/ PAO FR. A No 2

ASPINWALL/
ASPINWALL/
ASPINWALL/
ASPINWALL/

PAO
PAO
PAO
PAO

FR. A No 3
FR. D No 1
FR. 0 No 2
FR. D No 3
LUIIIBIE/ LIG A PAO FR. No 1
PANAMA/ LIG A PAO FR. No 1
PANAMA/ PAO FR. A No 1
PANAMA/ PAO FR. A No 2
PANAMA/ PAO FR. A No 3
PANAMA/ PAO FR. A No 1
PANAMA/ PAO FR. A No 2
PANAMA/ PAO FR. D No 1
PANAMA/ PAO FR. D No 3
PANAMA-UNICN/ PAQ F.A No 1
PANAPHUNICN/ PAO F.A No 2

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

5
5
6
6
6

1891 - 1913
1891 - 1913

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

1
1
2
2
5
5
6
6
2
2
2
3
3
3
5
5
5
6
6
6

1865
1865
1865
1879
1878
1879
1887
7-","
1887

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4

1
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1865
1865
1865
1876
1876
1876
1880
18E47
1865
1865
1865
1883
1883
1880
1876
1879
1879

-

1875
1879
1870
1886
1887
1090
????

small print
large print

- 1909

- 1909

-

1886
1886
1886
1887 Large 0
1087 Large D
- 1887 Small D
- Irt 7
t in Salles)

- 1879 Roman letters
- 1879 Raman letters
- 1879 Roman letters
7 Block letters
- 1887 Block letters
Large D
1879 Small D
1886
1886

PARCH 1994
PANAMA-LNION/ PPG F.A No 3
PIPNAW=H_NION/ PPG F.0 No 2
PANAMA-UNION/ PPG F.D NO 3
SAVANILLA/PAG. FR. A No 2
SAVAN/LLA/PAO. FR . A No 3
SAVANILLA/PAO. FR . D NO 1
SAVANILLA/PAQ. FR . D No 2
SAVANILLA/PAO. FR . 0 No 3
STE MART1-E/PAG. FR . A No 1
STE MARTI-E/PAG. FR . A No 2
STE MARTHE/PAQ. FR . A No 3

CCPACARTA
Type 4
Type 4
Type 4
Type 5
Type 5
Type 5
Type 5
Type 5
Type 5
Type 5
Type 5

1879
1879
1679
1876
1876
1876
1076
1881
/665
1865
1865

1886
1865
1825
1806
1887
1937

Large
Large D
Small 0

1937
1887
1872
1872
1872

Member Eugene-Louis Langlais has furnished a photocopy of his 72 page
exhibit of "La Paste Francaise en Colombie 1843-1940" to our library. It
contains many scarce examples of the use of these markings and French consular
markings in Panama and Colombia. Copies may be ordered from the librarian.
Collecting the markings offers a challenging opportunity for the
specialist. Examples of the markings on mail from Colombia and Panama are
scarce prior to July 1881 when Colombia joined the U.P.U. Each year after
1881 there were 24 voyages, 12 on line A and 12 on Line D. For each voyage
three dates exist, one on inbound mail from Savanilla/Santa Marta to Panama
and two on outbound mail from Colon and Savanilla respectively. It is not
clear from Salles whether all mail with the same date from a voyage has the
same handstamp or whether several different handstamps from the above list may
be found on ITL8 i I dispatched from a port on the voyage.
Examples of 19th century registered mail from Colombia and Panama seen
by the author show no special registration markings from the French paquebote
other than the regular transit handstamps. Examples of late dispatch mail
from 1893-1944 with aided Colombia "RETARDO" stamps with paquebot handstamps
are quite scarce and should command a premium.
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Letter sent from Panama ckiring the 1E65 starpless period with PANAMA-UNICN/
PAQ F. D. No 3 handstaap of 24 May E. From Langlais collection. This cover
was not listed by Helme and Grid in their article on the stagpless period
reviewed in the December 1992 COPACARTA.
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A GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION 16 LONG OVERELE
by Jim Cross

Hare in San Diego county, as eleashere in California, there are two types of
grand Juries. The first type is convened when a major crime is suspected. It hears
an outline of the evidence and determines whether it is sufficient to warrant
proceeding with the arrest and trial of the alleged criminals. The second type is a
panel which investigates allegations of alleged fraud, inefficiency or misconduct by
government agencies and prepares a report for the county legislature and executive.
It has the poser to call witnesses, examine documents and take the testimony of
experts. This is the type of grand jury that I think is needed.
The matter which needs investigation concerns the circumstances surrounding
the production of the stamps issues of the United States of Colombia between 1868
and 1933 and their subsequent reprinting by Gustav Michelson. It was first examined
by John Myer in the 1940's. A report of his findings was published serially in the
American Philatelist. However, it is now knasn that some of his conclusions were
incorrect.
Alex Rencion's exhibit of t sss issues contains a number of unpublished
findings about them. At the 1988 COPAPHIL meeting in Baltimore, Alex gave a talk
entitled 'Colombia and Panama Philatelic Shenanigans: The Real Untold Story." I
looked forward to it in hopes that it would clear up this matter, but Alex barely
mentioned the subject and offered no new information in his talk. I took nstes from
Alex's exhibit, but have refrained from mentioning them in this journal until now
anticipating that Alex would publish his findings. One of the results of h15 study
was identification of the number of lithographic stones used to print the stamps.
His findings concerning the higher values included:
25 centavos
50 centavos
1 peso
5 pesos
10 pesos

3 stones
8 stones
7 stones
6 stones
6 stones

black on blue stones A & B, green stone C
A thru H
A thru G
A thru F
A thru F

From evidence of their use Alex concluded that stamps from stones B and D of the 50
centavos stamp were postal forgeries. Stamps from another 50 centavos stone are
only found mint and their status is questionable. Stamps from stone B of the 10
pesos were also determined to be postal forgeries. Alex indicated that he had not
seen mint stamps from this stone.
Let me provide some background for members who are unfamiliar with thssy
issues and the controversy that surrounds them. They were lithographed by a Bogsta
print i ng firm. Prior to 1868 the business was known as Ayala and Medrano. From
1868-1876 Daniel Ayala had a new partner, Demetrio Paredes. After 1876 Paredes
alone became the contractor. Prior to 1668, the government contracted for stamps
for a fiscal year beginning the first of September, estimating requirements and
including them in the contract. New designs were prepared each year from 1859 to
1866. If there were 1867 printings, the 1866 designs and possibly the 1866 stones
were ressed. 1867 printings may be the origin of the stamps on pelure paper which
are known for all values of the 1866 issue up to and including the 1 peso. Due to
the extreme scarcity of dated used examples it will be impossible to verify this
unless evidence is found in goverment archives.
From 1868 thru 1863 the government entered into multi-year contracts for stamp
prediction and presumably the contractor was informed that new designs would not be
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used each year. The stamps issued in 1868 are generally found in three types
generally referred to as Die I, Die II and Die III. The Die I type of each
denomination shoes a clear impression. There are lines of shading at each end
of the central portion of the shield in the coat of arms. The so-called Die
II stamps are generally coarser without shading lines or with only traces of
shading lines in the central portion of the shield. There are also acme
design differences indicating that the dies may have been retouched between
printings. The coarse printing of type II stamps may be due in part to poorer
workmanship in preparing the lithographic stones. The Die III impressions
show considerable changes from both Die I and Die II impressions. On the A
and R stamps, for example, the background is changed from vertical to
horizontal lines. On the 1 peso stamps the background below the coat of arms
is completely changed.
A die exists which contains impressions of most of the stamps of the
18613-11376 issues. Proofs in black from this die exist and were illustrated in
the Myer article and also in the Catalogo Historic° Pilate/ice published by
Leo Temprano in 1984. Myer concluded that these were proofs from a
counterfeiter's die which was not used to print genuine stamps. Leo Temprano
discovered the actual die in 1970 being used as a paperweight in the office of
an unnamed friend of a friend.
Its dimensions are 16x21 cm. and its thickness
is 5 cm. It weighs about 2 kilos. It contains impressions of 15 stamps and a
cubierta of the United States of Colombia and 2 stamps (Scott types Al and A21
of the state of Cundinamarca. According to Temprano the owner of the die in
1970 was not a philatelist and had no connection with lithography.
The national stamps on the die include:
1 centavo
2 centavos
2 1/2 centavos
5 centavos
10 centavos
20 centavos
25 centavos
50 centavos
1 peso
5 pesos
10 pesos
5 centavos "A"
5 centavos

Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott

type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type

A27
A28
A22 (2 impressions tete-beche)
A24
Al8 (2 types, Scott types I & II/
A19
A24
A20
A21
A25
A26
R3
R4

These are all of the national stamps issued between 1868 and 1876
except the 5 centavos stamp of 1568, Scott type A17 and the 10 centavos stamp
of 1874 Scott type A29. The die has a crack or scratch which begins in the
upper right corner of the 5 centavos stamp of Cundinamarca and crosses
diagonally thru the upper left corner of the adjoining impression of the 10
pesos stamp. The state of the die impressions is important evidence which
reeds to be considered by the hypothetical grand jury.
The impression of the 1 centavo stamp lacks the crossbar of the A. The
0 and S of DOS run together on the impression of the 2 centavos. The
impressions of the 2 1/2 centavos and 25 centavos stamps have an open upper
loop in the mameral 2. The bottom of the border ornament below the "X" in the
upper left corner of the impreession of the type I 10 centavos stamp is a
closed loop. The cuter frame line of the 20 centavos stamp is broken at the
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top right where it meets the inner circle. The side ornaments of the 1 peso
stamps are broken. There are no background lines in the central circle of the "A"
and "R" stamps. These are all characteristics found on reprints of these issues and
not found on the issued stamps. The 10 pesos stamp erase the dots below the U of
&AIMS and the E of DE which are characteristics of Rendon's stones 0 and E of these
stamps, but does not show the defect on the P of PESOS *tech is characteristic of
stone F and the Michelson reprints. The 5 pesos stamp has a space between the
ornament and the first C of CINCO which is characteristic of type III of that stamp.
Bare characteristics of this final state of the die are difficult to explain if it
was the die used to prepare the stones for all issued stamps in these designs. To
cite just one example, why would the crossbar of the A have been erased on the
impression of the 1 centavos?
The higher values of this issue were used almost exclusively to pay for parcel
post shipments (enconiendas). The stamps were affixed to the shipping document
which was retained by the poet office. There have been allegations in the
literature that postal employees substituted stamps from unauthorized printings on
these tags and pocketed all or part oe the revenee. The substituted stamps may be
the source of Rendon's "postal forgeries". Since the stamps were affixed to the
parcel tags try postal employees, it would have been difficult for members a-f the
general public to use postal forgeries of the high value stamps. The most common
use of the high value stamps was to mail shipments of gold and other precious metals
from Medlllin and Bogota to Caribbean ports for shipment abroad.
Remainders of all stamps inscribed United States of Colombia were sold to
Gustavo Michelson in 1859. The contract for the sale authorized Michelson to
prepare reprints of any stamps of which there were insufficient remainders. It is
possible that the die described above was prepared for this purpose only and NOT
used to print the issued stamps. In that case Myer was almost correct, except that
reprints authorized by government contract can probably eat be termed counterfeits.
If as Tempranc implies the die was used to prepare the issued stamps there are other
unexplained facts besides the state of the impressions. The die had room at the
upper right for an additional stamp for two stamps if they were turned sideways).
Vet it was not used for an impression of the 5 centavos stamp of 186B or for the
impressions of the two types of the 10 centavos stamp of the 1873 issue.
Second, it is difficult to explain the significant differences between the II
and Die III impressions of these stamps which include differences in the spacing of
letters which could only have occurred if words were totally erased from the die and
then reengraved. It is difficult to understand why major changes oe this type would
have been made, while small flees each as the two stray dots an the 10 pesos
impression were left uncorrected. If the die was not prepared for Michelson, a more
plausible explanation is that it was prepared sometime after 1E370 when the 1870 5
centavos stamp had already replaced the 1868 5 centavos stamp. The design
differences would then have been introduced airing the process of copying the first
printings onto a new die. Some changes, such as the open Imps on the "2's" may
have been intended as design improvements. If that was the case, then dee to
limited requirements no further lithographic stones may have been officially
prepared from the die for the 1, 2, 2 1/2c and 2ec values. Arguing against this is
the fact the Rendon's Store C of the 25 centavos value in green was rot issued until
1879, but it shows a closed loop an the 2. Of nurse stone C or the transfers from
welch it was produced could have been prepared before the new die was engraved and
used when additional stamps were finally required.
The mystery of these issues has not been explained.
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CORREO CEL

COMERCIO

by Anthony Wilkinson
The May 1989 and June 1990 issues of COPACARTA included illustrations
and descriptions of two registered covers from this private poet, and I have
now acquired a third, illustrated below. It was backstamped at New York on
March 12, 1907, indicating a posting date about the end of February and it is
probably the latest dated cover thus far recorded from the Correa del
CTercio. The registration label affixed at Cucuta is of similar design to
those on the earlier covers, but it is printed in pale blue, rot black as
described for the 1944 cover. The front of the cover also shows a handetruck
"label" of Maracaibo in purple, and the usual New York "Exchange" label
printed in red.
The only franking on the cover is a 5 centavos stamp of the 1904 Arangc
issue. Looking at this cover and the illustrations of the two earlier covers,
I am led to believe that the stamps paid only the ordinary postage on all
three covers. I believe that the registration labels of the Correo del
Ccuercic, although undenominated, reflected payment of the registration fees,
in the same way as the combined stamps and denominated registration labels
used in the national post.
Incidentally, not all overseas correspondence from Cucuta was sent via
the Correo del Comercio during its period of operation. Page 76 of the May
1969 edition of COPACARTA illustrates an 1692 cover from Cucuta endorsed "vio
Barranquilla" and its stamps were cancelled by a Class 1X datestamp of the
National Post inscribed "San Jose de Cucuta".
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THE FRENCH CONSLLAR POSTAL AGENCIES IN 00-0116IA WC/ PAINWP 1662-1881

This is the title of Volume IX of the study of the French maritime post by
Raymond Salles. It was published in 1575 and is the main reference on this subject.
Chapter III is devoted to the agencies in the Caribbean. The portion of interest to
Colombia and Panama collectors includes pages 19-22 which give genera/ facts about
the service and pages 40-44 which describe the agencies in Colcmbia and the
handstamps used there. Also of interest are page 45 which gives general facts about
the service in the south Pacific the French term for the west coast of South
America) and page 48 which discusses the French consulate at Panama.
The establishment of the first agencies in Vera Cruz, Mexico and Santiago de
Cuba in 1862 was announced in Circular 252 published in French Postal EUIletin 62 in
June 1862. Establishment of additional agencies in the Antilles including
Colon-Aspinwall and Santa Marta was announced in Postal Bulletin 118 in June 1865.
In May 1872 the Colombian paquebot terminal was changed from Santa Marta to
Savanilla and a postal agency was opened there. The agency in Santa Marta was
discontirued in March 1872, but recpened from 23 April 1875 to 23 December 1875.
The agency in Panama was opened in March 1872. The agencies in Colon-Aspinwall,
Panama and Savanilla were discontinued 1 July 1881 when Colombia Joined the U.P.U.
Four postal rates were in effect while the agencies were in operation. The
rates were marked in large crayon markings in decimes (increments of 10 centimes).
This 80 centimes would be marked "8" etc.
June 1862 - Decenber 1865
January 1866 - June 1871
July 1371 - December 1875
Janaary 1676 - June 1881

BD centimes per 7 1/2 grams.
BO centimes per 10 grams plus 20 centimes tax.
1 franc per 10 grams plus 20 centimes tax.
1 franc per 15 grams plus 20 centimes tax.

Two types of datestamps were used in the agencies in Colombia_ The first has
a fleuron at the bottom while the second type, used only in Savanilla, has a
five-pointed star at the bottom. In addition, after 1876 small handstamps P.P. and
T in a triangle were used on pre-paid and unpaid letters respectively.
As far as I know no inventory of covers with these markings has been prepared,
but the number is not large. Salles reported that the handstamp of the Panama agent
from 1872-1861 was unknown on cover, although it was known that a handstamp existed.
He did not include the period in the 1840's when an identical marking was used.
There were two covers with that marking in the DeVoss -Via Panama" collection. An
1872 cover is illustrated on the next page.
Photocopies of the applicable pages of Sallee Volume IX may be ordered from
the COPAPH1L library (11 pages).

Type I

Type II

Paste Paye
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Cover from Eugene-Louis Langlais collection with handstamps Amer. Bud/Panama
29 Dec 1844 and the Panama oonsu/ar agency 22 Dec 1844 - postage 37 decimes.

Cover franked with Colombian 10 centavos stamp of 1865 cancelled in Bogota
with the Ste. Marthe consular agency handstamp 3 Jul 1866 showing 1 q decimes
crayon marking for the forwarding postage. Eugene-Louis Langlais collection.
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LE OF Tee COPAPHIL 1994 GENERA_ MEETING AT NAPEX 99
The 1994 COPAPHIL general membership meeting will be held at NAPEX 94 from
24-26 June 1994 in the Sheration National Hotel in Arlington VA. Board member Debby
Friedman is coordinating arrangements for COPAPHIL and it promiecs to be an
outstanding event. COPAPHIL members will be well represented among the competitive
exhibitors and in addition we hope to show the editor's recent Santander postal
history find and several frames of the COPAPHIL reference collection of Colombian
forgeries and reprints non-competitively. Early applications indicate that the
exhibits will include a strong showing of Panama and Canal Zone. Alex Rend pn,
leading Latin American expert, will be a member of the panel of judges.
There will be a COPAPHIL board meeting and a general membership meeting at
which current programs and future plans for the organization will be discussed. A
number of education seminars are also planned, including one on Colombian
counterfeits which will include a walk-through of the COPAPHIL reference collection.
We also plan to have an informal dinner, probably on the evening of Friday June 24.
Exhibitors in attendance will be invited to conduct walk-thrcughs of their exhibits.
The final schedule of events will be published in the June issue of COPACARTA which
will be mailed for delivery soon after the first of the month. COPAPHIL will have a
table at the show. Please sign in there as soon as you arrive, so the officers will
know who is present and you may receive any last minute chaeyee to the schedule.
Volunteers are needed to staff the table during the shoe. Please consider
volunteering for a two hoer period when ycu sign in.
It isn't necessary to describe the tourist attractions of the national capital
a r ea, most of which are within walking distance of stops on the metro line. Parking
at many locations is limited and the metro is the preferred form of transportation.
The Bureau of Printing and Engraving tour and the new National Postal Neseum are of
special interest to stamp collectors, although the SPE tour currently includes only
currency production areas.
Washington also presents interesting opportunities for research on the postal
history of Colombia and Panama. As previously mentioned in this journal, the law
library of the Library of Congress has extensive microfilm holdings of the Mario
Oficial of Colombia and the Gaceta Oficial of Panama, and some issues of the gacetas
of the states. I plan to look at the latter during my stay. The main library
collection contains numerous books and government documents concerning Colombia and
Panama. There is a special Latin American reference desk where you can obta i n
assistance in locating refereoeue.
There is also the opportunity presented by the records of the French Canal
Company in the national archives in Landover, MD. Perhaps this is the year for an
organized records search to find out what the archives contain on the subject ce the
company's postal operations. Perhaps one of our Panama specialists in the
Washington area can make some advance inquiries and coordinate a trip. Another
Important information resource in the Washington area is the Columbus Library of the
Organization of American States. Located in the main O.A.S. building at 17th and
Constitution Avenues N.W., the library has an extensive collection of books on all
Latin American countries. It is open Monday-Friday daring normal business hours.
For those who are looking for less expensive accomodations, there are a number
of motels located along Highway 1 in Alexandria just south of the Capital Beltway.
At least two are within walk i ng distance of the final metro stop on the Alexandria
line. For those who have not used the Washington metro system, its automated
farecards are similar to fonecards, the latest collecting rage.
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PANAMA. A 1952 TRIP TO TI-E INTER1DR
by Jim Cross

Editor's Note: The trip was non•philatelic, but I hope it can provide
an idea of what travel in the interior was like thirty years ago and of the
route over which mail to the interior had to travel.
My wife and I left Fort Clayton in the Canal Zone early one morning in
February 1952 for our first trip to the province of Chiriqui. Our vehicle was
a 1939 Chevrolet business coupe, purchased from a departing military family

soon after our marriage in 1950.
We crossed the canal at MirafIores bridge, which we could see from the
window of our second floor apartment in the Fort Clayton. This was the only
way to cross the canal on the Pacific side before the Thatcher bridge was
opened. About twenty times a day, the bridge was opened to permit ships to
pass thru the canal, but we were fortunate not to be delayed this time. The
road passed the navy bases on the opposite side of the canal where my
step-daughter attended school, then turned westward to Arraijan, where we left
the Canal Zone. The first twenty-five miles of the trip were through the rain
forest. After we passed thru Chorerra the rain forest thinned out. After
another half hour a side road led to Cerro Azul, the closest settlement to

Panama which could boast of a temperate climate. (When

we

returned to Panama

in 1977, we found this road badly in need of repairs. Sections of concrete
were often two inches higher or lower than the adjoining section).
At this point the road turned towards the coast and the terrain changed
dramatically. The stretch from Capira to Rio Hato was open grassland used
mainly for raising cattle. The best beaches for swimming on the Pacific side

were located in this stretch and there were a number of small resorts. Our
favorite was Rio Mar where one could swim either in the ocean or in a small
river which entered the ocean nearby. In 1952 there was a wonderful open-air
restaurant on the hill overlooking the beach. (Our 1977 trip found this place
virtually abandoned, but the swimming was still good). Soon we passed a
second side road which led to the mountain resort town of El Valle de Anton
which boasted a fine hotel and golf course and was a popular weekend vacation
spot in 1977 it was virtually empty). Many wealthy Panama families had
second Inures in El Valle.
In 1952 the National Police operated a series of check-points along the
main highway. Sometimes they stopped traffic and checked vehicle registration
and driver's licenses. At other times they simply waved it thru without
checking. The second police post was located at Rio Hato, site of a U.S.
airbase Oaring World War II. Here the road crossed the airstrip and the
checkpoint would stop traffic if a plane was about to land or take off. In
1952 this was an unlikely event and we were passed on thru. Along the side of
the airstrip we saw a herd of llamas grazing, the first live llamas 1 had ever

seen. After Rio Hato the road turns inland again and passes thru the old
towns of Penonome, Nate and Aguadulce. The latter was the site of two battles
daring the "!000 Days." A few miles after Aguadulce, we passed the side road
which led to Santa Maria, Parita, Chitre and Las Tablas. That was to be our
destination on another trip when we visited my wife's godmother in Chitre to
attend the fiesta of San Juan Bautista.
We continued on and reached Santiago be Veraguas about 11:00 A.M.
This was the largest town between Panama and David and my wife's birthplace.
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We stopped for refreshments and gas and then continued on our trip. By noon we had
reached Bona. Thus far the road had been quite good, either concrete or black top,

and the main driving hazard was cattle which wandered onto the road from unfenced
properties on either side. From Bona to David in 1952 the Pan American highway was
unpaved. However, the bridges had all been completed and the brief stretches of
pavement at each bridge were a welcome respite from the dust. After two months of
the dry season the road was incredibly dusty. As we drove along at about 45 m.p.h.
a large dust cloud billowed behind us. When we reached David, we found the dust had
penetrated the trunk of the car and even inside our suitcases in the trunk. There
was not much traffic, but every time we saw an oncoming vehicle we quickly closed
Cur windows so we would not have to eat all of their dust. It would have been
wonderful to have had an air-conditioned car, but of course they didn't exist in
1939.
Between Bona and Remedios the road again followed the coast. In the distance
we could see the island of Coiba which Panama used as a penal colony. The rest of
the trip was uneventful and we reached David about 2:30 in the afternoon. Here fate
intervened to give us an unexpected adventure. We drove several times around the
plaza, but somehow did rot find the main hotel which was located there. On the
third time around as we passed the road leading to Concepcion we noticed a sign
which read "pension." By th i s time we were so hot and dusty that we just wanted a
place to take a shower and rest, 50 we parked the car and went in. The place was
not elegant and I may have been the first American to stay there in quite a long
while, but we rented a room for the night. The rooms were on the second floor and
for ventilation there was a space between the room walls and the ceiling. There
were no private baths, but separate baths and showers for men and women. We took
our showers and lay down to take a short nap before exploring the town in the cool
of the even i ng.
When we awoke we heard voices in the adjoining room. It was impossible to
avoid hearing the conversation because of the opening above the wall. It turned out
that the girl was a prositute from Panama who was on vacation with her "novio."
Their conversation turned to the subject of the prostitution business in Panama and
for at least a half hour we listened to a current market report, keeping as quiet as
possible, so they would not know someone was in the adjoining room.
The next morning we had a good breakfast of homemade soup and bread in the
restaurant below, got a boy to wash our car, and set off for Cerro Punta. That town
is located on the slopes of El Vulcan del Baru at an altitude of 7000 feet. The
road leads first to Concepcion and then climbs into the mountains. At about 3000
feet it passes thru a village whose name I can't remember. At that po i nt the Cerro
Punta road turns off to the right. In 1952 there was no sign at this junction.

Later we found that Cerro Punta and an arrow were crudely painted on the side of a
house located at the intersection, but of course we didn't see it and continued on
thru the village. After a few miles the road became a dirt road and then as we

rounded a corner and started down a hill, I saw nothing but rain forest in front of
me and a bulldozer cutting a path thru the trees. I tried to turn around, but the
road was too narrow for that. In the end the bulldozer crew lent a hand and we
picked up the back of the car and turned it around by hand. For many years I
bragged about the experience of having been to the end of the road in Panama. I am
not sure whether it was the route of the Pan-American highway Cr a road leading
towards Bocas del Toro.
At Cerro Punta we stayed in a pension operated by a Chinese man and his
Panamanian wife. Meals were taken at a long table with all the guests seated at
once. The man was an excellent cook and 1 recall the food as some of the best
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cuisine I have ever eaten. The highlight was a stir fry made with trout
freshly caught in the stream behind the pension. Cerro Punta only offered
simple pleasures. In the daytime there were horses for rent or one could go
hiking. 1 wanted to climb El VolCan, but at the time there was no marked
path, so I left that for a tomorrow that never came. in the evening movies
were shown in the community hall. It was quite cold, with temperatures
falling to about 15 degrees fahrehheit Overnight. Walking home from the movie
we felt snow flurries. The pension had no heat and we snuggled beneath large
uurfe rters. The other pension in Cerro Punta at the time was operated by a
Swiss family who also ran the only cheese factory in Panama. The Cerro Punta
scenery certainly was more 9wiss than Panamanian.
After three days at Cerro Punta we left for Boquete, located in a
valley about 25 miles inland from David at the foot of El Vulcan del Baru at
an altitude of at 250D feet. The road crosses a grade before descending
into the valley and ore has the impression of being completely surrounded by
mountains. The contour of the land causes an unusual weather condition known
as "el rocio" in Spanish. This is a very fine mist which dampens everything
without actually raining. It occurs year-round even during the dry season.
The road divides and forms a loop which encircles the valley. The only hotel
in 1952 was located near the entrance. A short distance away was the former
railroad station. Boquete had been served by narrow guage railroad which was

abandoned after the paved road was built. Quite a few retired American canal
workers lived in Boquete. The soil is very rich and every house had beautiful
flowers. Small stands offered some of the biggest vegetables I have ever
seen. There were several coffee plantations in the upper valley with the
factory of Cafe [Duran. It was a beautiful place to visit and the climate was
a pleasant change from the prevailing lowland climate. We climbed one of the
hillsides near the valley entrance. Then "el rocio" made the grass so
slippery that the only way we could get down was to sit and slide as if we
were on a sled.
Since there were no laundry facilities we stopped at a bridge along the
road from Boduete to David and Luz washed some socks and undergarments in the
stream.
For our final side excursion we left Boquete early in the morning and

drove to Concepcion where we boarded the narrow gaage railroad train for the
trip to Puerto Armuelles. The train was just two cars, much like a trolley.
The driver stood at the front of the first tar and the noisy gasoline motor-

was inside the car between the passenger seats. It caused the car to vibrate
whenever it was running and was rather noisy. We passed a rumber of small
villages where a few passengers boarded or left the train. The first long

Stop was in Paso Canoa on the Costa Rican border, site of the 1961 meeting of
presidents commemorated on Scott C25I. Vendors selling fruit and hot food
crowded around the train passing in their goods thru the open windows.
Leaving Paso Canoe the train wound thru the banana plantations of the United
Fruit Company. Rail cars being loaded with bananas stood on sidings and we
passed many junctions with spur lines running to other areas of the

plantation. Frequently we passed clearings with workers housing, small huts
built up Off the ground,. We were told that many of plantation workers were
from El Salvador and other countries of Central America. About noon the train
came out of the banana fields and entered the small town of Puerto Armuelles.
The town was a row of shacks on each side of the railroad tracks which ran out
to the pier where the banana boats were loaded. There were a few small shops

and numerous cantinas.
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My wife telephoned a friend, a former coworker at Drogeria Arbaiza in
Panama city, who was married to a purchasing agent for the United Fruit Co.

They sent a car to bring us to their quarters. The company housing for white
collar workers was similar to some of older canal company quarters in Pedro
M i guel or Gamboe in the Canal Zone_ We had lunch and oonversed on a screened
Second floor veranda before returning to the train for the return journey to
Concepcion. They were happy to have visitors from Panama. I do not recall
any sign that the train carried mail bags, but it probably did as the railroad
was the only means of transportation between David and Puerto Armuelles.
We began our return trip to Panama about 1:00 P.M. on the following
day, planning to arrive home by 9:00 P.M. The trip turned out to be another
adventure. At the checkpoint outside David, the police Introduced us to a
young Panamanian who had a letter from the Governor of the province
authorizing him to he transported to Panama. Although our car had no rear
Seat we agreed to carry him, if he did not mind sitting sideways in the space
behind the seat.
The 1939 Chevrolet had the battery suspended beneath the floorboards on
a meta/ platform. About 50 miles cut of David, a large rock flew up from the
road and dislodged the platform causing the battery to drop to the road where
it smashed to bits. There was nothing else to do but return to David for a
replacement. our passenger knew a family that lived along the road not far
from where the car stopped. Leaving My wife Luz to guard the car we walked to
their but to await a passing vehicle which could give us a lift to David. The
owner asked if we were thirsty and offered a drink of "chicha." At the time
my Spanish was far from perfect and the only meaning of chicha I knew was
orange juice. Our host went to a hollowed out tree stump in the front yard
and ladled liquid from the stump into a small glass. As I was really thirsty
1 drained the glass at one gulp, only to find that the "chicha" was fermented
"chicha be maiz" with a kick equivalent to American "white lightning.'
We got a ride with a passing motorist, bought a battery from the Ford
dealer in David and took a taxi back to the police checkpoint. By then it was
about 5:00 P.M. The police found us a ride on a truck starting for Panama.
It was a former U.S. army 2 1/2 ton truck loaded with about 10 tons of rice.
Because of the weight it was carrying and the rough road the driver had to
drive very slowly and it took six hours to get back to where the car was
waiting. By the light of the truck headlights, we rigged a temporary battery
Connection and resumed our trip, finally arriving huee about 5:30 A.M.
There was a thatched but along the road not far from where the car
broke darn and Luz spent part of her waiting time with the family. They had
no electricity and had to make a two mile round trip to a nearby river to
obtain water. Although they lived along a highway, their daily routine

probably differed little from life in the interior in the sixteenth century.
We enjoyed our experiene , but not the gravel road. On a second
vacation in 2953 we rode with another couple to Shod then the way, but flea
home. That trip was much less eventful, except for the tr i p from David to
Cerro Punta in an early model Ford station wagon. It was jammed with 25
passengers including children. Luggage and merchandise were tied on the back
and on the roof rack including several crates of chickens. On the climb the
road descended to a bridge and then climbed a steep bank. The first two times
we stalled on the grade and had to back across the bridge and up the other

bank to try again. I wonder how much longer the station wagon lasted.
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FORGERIES AND REPRINTS
CF 1865

THE COLCMBIAN CIABIERTAS

Two cubierta5 were issued in 1865, denominated 25 and 50 centavos. The
former, for use on letters without banknotes enclosed, saw little use.
Genuine cubiertas have "secret marks" in the ornaments immediately
above the stars at the sides of the address tablet. The ornament at the left
has a letter "C" and the ornament at the right has a letter "N".
COUNTERFEIT 1 - attributed to Friedl. The ornament at the left has a
letter "H" and the ornament at the right has a letter "K-.
COUNTERFEIT 2 - attributed to Petroni. The ornament at the left has
traces of a letter "K" and there is nothing in the ornament at the right.

FACSIMILES of the two cubiertas attributed to Senf have the word
"FACSIMILE" in large block letters in the center of the address tablet.
STADOS UN/DOS DE COLOMBIA

EXAMPLE CF CCINTERFEIT 1

4-

EXAMPLE CF COUNTERFEIT 2
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THE MARKET REPORT

A number of auction catalogs with Colombia and Panama lots have been received
since the previous issue. One of special interest was the sale of Part I of the
airmail collection of deceased member, J. C. Boonshaft by Harmers of London on 16
Dec 1993. Price realized have not yet been received, but I hope to have a special
report on this sale, which included a 90 Colombia lots and 4 Panama lots, in the
next issue.
Lot 951 of the Apfelbaum public auction 737 on 17 December 1993 offered a
highly specialized Colombia states and departmental issues collection estimated at
$3000-$3500. This is one of the few large collections of Colombian states that 1
have recorded in the past decade. The same sale offered a large lot of
pre-independence Panama including a cover with six copies of $t27. The lot was
estimated at $1000-1250. The cover, which may be the largest known multiple,
deserved to be listed separately in my opinion.

The February 2-3 1994 Cherrystone Auction included 40 Colombia and 3 Panama
lots. The most outstanding lot was a mint copy of Colombia Cla. Only 20 copies
were issued and most were used on covers. Ex-Lichtenstein with PFC certificate.
This lot was estimated at $3500.
The 23 March 1994 Soler & Llach auction included 16 Colombia lots. Lot 1134
is the cover shown below with 1 peso 5 centavos postage paid by the 1 peso stamp of
1E361 (only known use on cover) and a 5 centavos stamp of the 1859 issue. The
catalog describes it as the most important known piece of Colombian philately "
with a minimum bid set at $27,000. That price would set a new record for a single
Colombian cover and would Justify the description. It is interesting to note that
the Soler & Llach auction will now be conducted in U.S. dollars, rather than Spanish
pesetas.

-
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SPACE FILLERS
I recently had an inquiry from a dealer member on behalf of a new
collector of classic Panama. At the time I gave my opinion that this material
is quite scarce and seldom appears on the market and that it would be

difficult to successfully accumulate enough material for a first class
collection unless an existing specialized collection wales on the market. The
recent find of Santander covers demonstrates that there is always the
possibility of a major find of early Panama material which would prove this
opinion to be wrong.
In international competitions many exhibitors and judges still hold the
elitist notion that only the classic issues of a country are a proper subject
for an international gold medal level exhibit. In my opinion this is because
they are unaware of the scarcity and difficulty of acquistion of some of the
later material. Dr. Helme's success with exhibits of the the Panama 1887-8
issue and the Panama registration system shows that later Panama material can
successfully compete at a high level. Naivete of this sort on the part of the
staff of the auction house which offered the Santander covers, cost then a

considerable amount in unrealized commissions. A telephone call to a Colombia
expert would have quickly set them straight.
Our 19E8 general meeting at EALPEX attracted over 45 members, but the
attendance at cur two most recent meetings at FLOREX and SANDIC AL was
disappointing. Now we are returning to the east coast with a chance to beat
the record of 1989. Members in Colombia and Panama are especially invited to
this show. These countries are closer to Washington D.C. than cities on the
west coast of the United States and airfares are comparable. While it is too
late to submit exhibit applications for NAPEX, overseas members should keep in
mind that foreign exhibitors are welcome in U.S. national shows. At SANDIUL
in San Diego this year there were three such exhibits from Norway, Iceland and
Australia, one of which won the Reserve Grand Award. Exhibitors at previous
COPAPHIL general meetings have included George Maier of Ecuador, Eric Harris
of the United Kingdom and Finn Stjernholck of Denmark.
While going thru stamps with Santander manuscript cancels to select
examples for my one frame exhibit, I discovered a previously overlooked cancel
of Guepsa, not included in Howard Frome's article in the September 1993 issue.
Interested members may wish to note it on their copy of that article.

AD RATES: Classified per line:
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CLASSIFIED
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one insertion $1.50, four insertions $5.00.
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Sr. Bortfeldt collects Colombia codes 01-11 and 13-20 and Panama codes
54,61,63 and 65. He is an artist and marketing specialist who designed
several of the 1993 Colombian stamp issues and has published a 1994 philatelic
calendar of Colombia which will be reviewed in the next issue. Mr. Harris
collects Panama airmails and flight covers. Mr. Riveiros collects Colombia
01-06.
Member Richard Yudin is working on a classification of SCADTA
cancellations. He is interested in corresponding with members who have stamps
or covers with scarce or unusual markings. His address is Box 5600 Fort
Lauderdale FL 33340.
Dues notices for the 1994-1995 membership year are being mailed with
this issue. The mailing to members who have paid their dues in advance will
include a printed notice to that effect. Please pay your dues before the 15th
of August to save the cost of reminder notices.
Carlos Valenzuela, President of the Club Filatelicn de Bogota, writes
that the club has secured a new permanent home located in one of the better
districts of Bogota and will move this month. The new location is Calle 121
No. 98-27 Barrio Santa Barbara. The building has a special room for Juniors,
a large meeting room, a room for permanent exhibits and a comfortable library.
Carlos notes that 70% of the members reside in the northern part of the city.
Our sales manager Federico Brid has closed Mail Bid Sale 11.
Consignor s have been paid. Many members bid on the unsold lots announced i n
the March issue and final sales exceeded $10,000, a new record for our sales.
A revised list of prices realized actu_xrvanies this issue. Federico asks that
no further lots be submitted until the next sale is announced in COPACARTA.
Our Vice President Ray Ireson has devised a technique for adding a
miniature photograph to the new Canada meter labels. Recipients of the
personalized labels thus far include the editor and President David Leeds.
David took his to a club meeting and reported on the new "uniquity" only to
receive a 6-..Lund cover forcing his to amend his claim.
The April 1994 Isthmian Collectors Club Journal devotes a page to the
Arista post cards of Panama. The Aristas are post-441 cards with views of
Panama. Numbers as high as 86 are known, but only numbers 1,3.7,10,18-21,
23-26,29-31,37-18,42,47.55,58,62-63,65,71,74,76,78-79,81-82 and 86 have been
recorded. Members knowing of other cards are urged to notify Robert J Karrer,
ICC Journal Editor, Box 6094, Alexandria VA 22306.
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THE PRESIDENT'S DISE

Details of our biannual meeting at KAP= 94 at the Sheraton National Hotel,
Columbia Pike i Washington Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, June 24-25-26, 1994
appear elsewhere. I really look forward to seeing you there and getting your
input on a new elate of officers. Meanwhile I want to take this opportunity of
thanking the membership for the privilege of serving COPAPHIL these last 3 years,
The new team will have my full support, mostly in submitting COPACARTA articles
on Panama philately. I do need input on recent (post-1955)issues.
I have reviewed 1991 objectives and think it worthwhile to repeat them.The
welfare of COPAPHIL requires more members, contributions to this journal, and an
improvement in printing quality. This is a direct responsibility of the
membership. An increase in membership will improve our financial position which
in turn will permit quality printing.
Special thanks are due the continuing efforts of Editor Jim Cross, Sales
Manager Federico Brid, and Librarian Bob D'Elia -- these are the people who
really make the organization a success. Support of the membership with projects
as James Negus' excellent Index to Volumes I-X enhances their efforts.

David 3. Leeds, Box 491472, Los Angeles, CA 90049
or COPAPHIL, Box 2245, El Cajon, CA 92021
(310) 472-0282 or (619) 561-4959

COPAPHIL SCHEDLLE AT NAPEX

PLEASE REGISTER AT TFE COPAPHIL ECOTH WEN YOJ ARRIVE AT TI-E 9OA.
Friday

June 24. Enjoy the snow, view exhibits and patronize bourse.

Friday

June 24.

Saturday

June 25 10:00 A.M. Seminar "Colombia & Panama Counterfeits"
Jim Cross and David Leeds

Saturday

Jure 25

Saturday

June 25

7:00 P.M. NAPEX Awards Banquet

Sunday

June 26

9:00 A.M. Board of Directors meeting (at breakfast).

Sunday

Jure 26 11:00 A.M. NAPEX Judge's Critique

Sunday

June 26

Sunday

June 26 After show Isthmian Collectors Club Picnic

To Be Announced

7:00 P.M. Informal COPAPHIL dinner at LA Cantinita (Cuban)
Meet at CEP4F11IL booth for directions.

11:00 A.M. Bienniel COPAPHIL general membership meeting

2:00 P.M. Seminar "Colombia" Alex Rendon

at Karrer residence
in Alexandria VA (COPAPHIL members invited).

Seminar "The Santander Moreno Correspondence"
Jim Cross
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MHO'S WHO IN THE PHILATELY OF COLOMBIA AND PANAMA

Nevoccrners to our specialty often know little about the history of
Colombian and Panamanian philately. Authors of philatelic articles often
assume readers knee, the names mentioned and refer to them without details.
Auction catalogs may note previous owners of important items. Collectors
wishing to check these references may be unable to find the catalog of the
earlier sale. This list has been compiled to serve as a reference in those
situations. The data is difficult to locate and some entries below are
ireeeelete. The assistance of a number of CCPAPHIL members, some of whom wish
to remain anonymous, is gratefully acknowledged. As editor, I have taken the
responsibility of deciding which names should be included. This is a
preliminary report and members are urged to submit missing data (especially
concerning disposition of collections) and to suggest names for an update of
the list which will be published as a separate handbook. A namber of these
individuals formed important collections of other areas and held important
positions in philatelic organizations, which have been omitted from the
preliminary list to save space. Five categories of individuals are included
as follows:

1. International exhibitors of gold medal level collections of these
countries, including current exhibitors. Former collectors whose holdings
included major rarities, scarce multiples, or important postal history items.
2. Editors of handbooks or specialized catalogs of these countries and
authors of important philatelic articles about them.
3. Printers, other than internationally known firms, who produced stamps and
postal stationery of these countries.
4. Individaals whose correspondence is a major component of the postal
history of these countries.
5. Others ehose activities have played a significant role in the postal
history of these countries.
ANSTEE, Gordon R. (living). British collector. Formed epeeialized collection
of Colombian pre-stamp covers and British P.O's in Colombia. Collection was
auctioned by Robson Lowe, London 23 Apr 1981.
). Colombian lithographer. Printed most stamps of
ARANGO, Jorge L. (1855Antioquia from 1886-1904. Printed 1902 Medellin regional issue and 1904
numeral issue of Colombia.
I. Colombian lithographer. Printed stamp issues of
AYALA, Daniel (
Colombia from 1860-1868 in partnership with Ignacio Medrano and from 18678-187e
in partnership with Demetrio Paredes. Printed first two issues of Antioquia.
BARRIGA, Alvaro (living). Colombian dealer and catalog publisher. Edited and
publishes general and specialized catalogs of Colombia.
BAT)LMBER Y BIASINI, Col Domingo. (18 -19 ). Colombian military officer.
Covers from addressed to him and covers from his 1902-1903 correspondence with
Dr. Kibadi Biasini Dceokos in Budapest, Hungary are the most numerous examples
of usages of the Colombian civil war issues of 1901-1902.
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B-ELL, Walter (197?-/969). Colombian collector and author born in Germany. Formed
specialized collection of Colombian pnatal stationery. Did extensive research in
Colombian archives to identify printing contracts and rate information, especially
for the late 19th century period. Author of articles on his Specialty and other
topics for Bogota Filatelico and U.S. publications.
SLUM, ????. (
- ? ). American collector. Formed specialized Panama collection
which was auctioned by Irwin Heiman in 1958.
8CKER, John R (1913-living). American collector. Formed and exhibited
internationally important first inane Antioquia, Bolivar and Tolima including
ex-Caspary and ex-Burrus rarities. Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelist in
1964. Colombian collection was sold in mid-I970's.
BRIO, Federico (living). American collector born in Panama. Did extensive research
in Panamanian archives and co-authored a number of articles on early Panama with Dr.
James Helms,.
BJRRUS, Maurice (1E62-1959). French philatelist. Collection included a number of
rare classic Colombia and Panama items. Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelists
in
Panama album was sold at private treaty by Mchrman in 1962. A portion was
in the 1961 Stanley Gibbons holding acquired by Norman Hubbard.
CAMIND, Fernando ( - ). Spanish collector and authority on Spanish colonial
postal systems. Formed extensive collection of colonial covers from Colombia and
Panama. Collection auctioned by 631er & Llach 19 Jun 1981
CASPARY, Alfred H (1877-1953). American collector. Formed specialized collection
of Colombia classics and states which included multiples, errors and scarce covers
including three covers of Bolivar #1. Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in
1953. Collection auctioned in Cespary sale *14 2-5 Jun 1958, by H.R. Harmer Inc.
CX1f, Philip G. 118 -19 1. Collector. Formed the greatest early collection of
SCDTA. Collection auctioned by P. W. Kessler Oct 26-27 1939 and Jan 18-19 1940.
Cam, James A (1928-living). American collector and author. Founded COIL in
July 1893. Edited COPACARTA 1983-present. Formed specialized collection of
Colombia 1E66-1904. Author of articles on 19th century Colombia postal history.
CURTIS, WILLIAM. (18 -19 ). American mining engineer. Traveled extensively in
Colombia in the late 19th century seeking philatelic material. Purchased portion of
U.S. of Colombia remainders from Gustave Michelson for sale in the U.S. First to
report Cauca locals in philatelic press and may have been involved in their issue.
OECOPPET, F. (
). Collector. Formed one of the earliest collections of
Colombia and states auctioned by J. W. Scott Co Ltd, I
York, 3-25 April 1893.
D'ELIA, Robert A (1928-living). American collector and exhibitor. Assembled the
COPAPHIL library, the most complete library on Colombia/Panama philately. •
DEVC6S. Col. James T. (1916-living). American collector, exhibitor and author.
Formed specialized collection of 19th century mail via Panama including mail handled
by forwarding agents. Author of articles on his specialty published in the
Collectors Club Philatelist. Photocopies of the exhibit and articles bound in book,
"Via Panama." Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in 1981. Collection
auctioned by Sotheby's of New York in the late 1970's.
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(18 -19 ). French collector and author. Wrote handbook
CLICNII, Gen. A. L.
"Panama, an Essay on the Surcharged Stamps 1903-1906" published in French in
Paris in 1931.
(c1848 -1917). Ausstrian collector, wealthy eccentric
FERRARY, Philippe von.
of legend. His collection included the block of 40 of Colombia Scott 2 with
center of transfer error excised, the second greatest Colombian rarity. The
collection was seized by the French Government as war reparations and
auctioned in Paris in 14 sales 1921-1925.
FRIEDMAN, Deborah (living). American collector and international exhibitor.
Formed specialized collections of Colombian SCADTA, postal stationery, reverue
stamps and Colombia 1883-1904. President of COPAPHIL 1964-1991.
-1986). German collector and author who lived in
GEBAUER, Eugenia (
Colombia and Venezuela. Formed specialized collection of Colombian SCADTA.
Published "The Air Post of Colombia" in 1963. Edited bilingual The First 50
Years of Airmail in Colombia" with Jairo London published in 1975 by Avianca.

GLASSCO, J. Grant. (

)• Canadian collector. Formed specialized
collection of British stamps used abroad including extensive Colombian usages.
Collection auctioned by Robson Lowe and Mercury Stamp Co 25-27 Nov 1969.
GCGCEL, Hago (living). Colombian collector and international exhibitor.
Formed specialized collections of classic Colombia and RrAnTA.

HALL, Thomas W. (1861-1937). British collector. Wrote articles on classic
Colombia for various British stamp journals. First to describe the transfer
types of the 1665 issue of Colombia. President RPSL 1923-1929. Edited its
journal 1917-37. Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in 1921.
HARMER, Bernard (living) British collector and auctioneer. Formed and
exhibited internationally a collection of Colombian airmail. Collection
auctioned by Kohler Oct 10-13 1984.
FELME. Dr. James (living). American collector, exhibitor, and author. Formed
various specialized collections of Panama and Canal Zone stamps and postal
history. Exhibited Panama airmails, the Panama Registration System and the
1887-8 Panama Issue internationally. Author of numerous articles on Panama
published in the Collectors Club Philatelist. Wrote Panama section of The
Yucatan Affair."
Specialized Panama airmail collection sold by Bruce Ball in
1978 eventually acquired by Christine Shaw.

HEYDCN, Frederick E (

). American collector and author. Author of
handbook, The Postage Stamps of Panama" published c1922, for many decades the
most comprehensive handbook on this subject.
HIND, Arthur (1856-1933).
American collector born in England. Owner of block
of 40 of Colombia Scott 02 ex-Ferrary. Collection sold at auction

). American collector and author. Formed
specialized collection of Colombia. His notes on Colombian stamps appeared in
the American Philatelist in 1933. Collection sold by Harmer Rooke & Co Ltd,
London 27 April 1938.
HUBBARD, Lucius. (
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American collector (no relation to Lucius). Formed
collection of classic Colombia and Panama including multiples, errors and covers
including the scarcest pieces of classic Colombia. Colombia collection auctioned
14 env 1985 by Robert Siegel and 25-29 October 1993 by CORINPHILA. Panama
collection sold in 1993 by private treaty in two parts.
FLEIBARD, Norman (living).

61E1AELL, Charles (1892-1975). British collector and author. Formed specialized
collection of Colombia manuscript cancellations. Wrote a number of articles
published in British philatelic publications. Revised Colombian states listings in

Gibbons catalogue based on Myer's research. hiss. cancel col/action was sold by
private treaty to Cornelius Wickersham. Remainder of collection auctioned in
CCRINFH/LA Sale N48 Feb 1962.
KAPLAN, Brigitte (living). Colombian collector and international exhibitor. Formed
specialized collections of Colombia classics and Colombia airmail.
KEMPSTER, Robert (

-

). British collector. Formed specialized collection of

British stamps used abroad, including extensive Colombian usages. Collection
auctioned by Harmers of London 9 Mar 1989.
-1987 ). Swiss collector who lived in Colombia. Formed
KETT1GER, Juan (
important collection of classic Colombia and Colombia states aeish was left which
was donated to the Museo Postal Nacional. Wrote a namber of articles published in
Begota Filatelico.

KESSLER, F.

W. (

-19

1. New York airmail dealer and author. Wrote and

published in 1935 a handbook, The Air Posts of Colombia." .
LANMAN, David. Early New York wholesaler who sold to many Latin American firms,
first under his own name and later as Lanham and Kemp. The preserved correspondence

was a major source of nineteenth century ccemerical covers from Colombia and Panama.
For example: 43 of 133 forwarding agent covers in the Devoss "Via Panama" exhibit
were from Lanham or Lanham & Kemp correspondence.
-19 1. Colombian collector and author. Wrote eamercus
LARSEN, Frederica G. (
articles published in the Collectors Club Philatelist and Colombian philatelic

publications. Researched early Colombian postal decree's and prepared unpublished
manuscript available in philatelic libraries. Collection sold in CORINFHILA sale 47
Dec 1960. Air post collection auctioned by H.R. Harmer Inc NY Apr le 1955.
LEEDS, David J. (1917-living). American collector, exhibitor, and author. Formed
specialised collections of Panama and the Canal Zone. Exhibited internationally
"Panama stamps overprinted for use in the Canal Zone." Wrote numercee articles on
Panama published in CqPWeaRTA.
LCINE)ND TAMAYO, Jairo. (19 -living) Colombian collector and international

exhibitor. Formed specialized collections of classic Colombia, Antioquia and
Panama. Held nurercee positions in Colombian philatelic organizations. Signed Roll
of Distinguished Philatelists in 1990. Creditor of The First 50 Years of
Colombian Airmails" with Eugenio Gebauer.
LLFF, John N. (1860-1930). Noted American philatelist and editor of the Scott
Monthly Journal. First author to publish a descriptive Of the classic Panama issues
and their varieties which appeared serially in the journal and later were reprinted
as a handbook. The Luef awards were named in his honor. Signed Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists in 1921.
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MA 1 FT, Sir Claude ( - ). British diplomat. Served at various times as
British vice-consul and consul at Colon and Panama between IsEa and 1907. His
letters to family in England is the largest early Panama correspondence which
has been preserved. The covers, many registered, show various combinations of
stamps to make up postal rates. They were auctioned by Robson Lowe in 1958.
MATTHEWG, Thomas H. ( - ). American collector. Formed collection of
Colombian airmails sold by F. W. Kessler in sales of 25 Oct 1960, Nov 29-30
1960, Feb 23-28 1961 and Oct 24-25 1961.
MICHELSON, GUSTAVE. (18 -19 ). Colombian collector, diplomat and
speculator. Represented Colombia at 19th century U.P.U. meetings.
Served as
Colombian consul and minister to Germany. Purchased the remainders of stamps
of the United States of Colombia demonetized in 1889. Had a number of the
issues reprinted in Europe as authorized by the contract.
(living). British dealer specializing in Latin America.
MODRNCUEE, BRIAN.
Since 1975 editor and publisher of the Main Sheet which has printed rumercus
articles on the philately of Columbia and Panama.
MJADH, Herbert. (
). Collector and author. His detailed report of
British Postal Agencies in Colombia appeared in the CCP in 1972.
MYER, John. (18 -19 ). American collector, exhibitor and author. Formed
and exhibited specialized collections of classic Colombia, Colombia airmails
and Colombia states. Wrote many articles for U.S. journals, later published
as "Studies in the Philately of Colombia" Responsible for correction of
catalog listings of early Colombian stamp issues and deletion of "No Hay
Estampillas" labels and several bogus issues from Scott catalog. New data
research has corrected some of his findings, but his work is still important.
Collections were sold by Mercury Stamp Co to a French consortium.
NEUBERGER, Jacobo. (
). Collector. Formed specialized Colombian
classics collection auctioned in CORINPHILA sale 69 29 Oct 1982.
-19 ). American collector. Formed spetialized
NEWBERRY, Saul (
collection of classic Colombia which included the unique sheet of the 1859
20c, Scott 6, the most valuable item in Colombian philately. Collection sold
at auction by Corirphila March 1957.
NICHOLAS, Dr. Francis C. (1858-1938). American collector. Worked in Colombia
as a mining prospector between 1899-1903. Prepared "Exploration Line"
Cinderella issue and numerous bisects on cover cancelled in Rio Hacha.
Probably involved in the issue of Rio Hacha "no hay estampillas" labels of
1902, needed because of shortages the to preparation of his bisect covers.
PAREDES, Demetrio.
(18 -19 ). Colombian lithographer, partner of Daniel
Ayala. Printed most Colombian stamps and postal stationery 1E68-1899.
PEINADO, Augusto.
(living). Colombian collector and exhibitor. Formed
and exhibited internationally a specialized collection of Colombian Airmail.
PODLE, Bertram W.H. (1880-1950). British collector and author, later a
dealer. Published the first studies of Bolivar issues in Philatelic Opinion
in 1912 and later with co-author A. Hatfield in the Philatelic Gazette in
1915-1916. Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in 1921.
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RENECN, Alejandro (Alex) (living). Colombian collector, exhibitor, author and
expertizer, a longtime U.S. resident. Formed specialized collections of Colombia
1866-18E3, CCNA, cubiertas and local posts. First to exhibit 1866-1E63. Plated
1870-77 5 and 10 pesos and all cubiertas. Published plating studies in the
Collectors Club Philatelist and COPACARTA.

REETREPC D'ALEMSN, Oscar. (19 -c1989). Colombian collector and exhibitor. Formed
specialized collection of Colombian airmail which was sold privately.
RINEON, Antonio (18 -19 ). Early Colombian stamp dealer. Originator of rumerais
covers sent to dealers and collectors world-wide, many of which use remainders of
specialized postal static:eery with stamps added.
RODRIGLEZ, Luis Raul (19 -19 ). Colombian collector and author. Wrote the book
"Los Correos y las Estampillas de Cucuta y del Norte del Santander" in 1983 which
covers the pre-stamp era thru the private mail services of CCEADA.
SPACER, Bernd. (living). Colombian collector and exhibitor. Formed specialized
collections of Colombian classics and Colombian airmails.
SANTA MARIA, Juan (living). Colombian collector, exhibitor and author. Formed
specialized collections of Colombian pre-stamp covers, classic Colombia and
Anticquia. Did extensive research in the archives of Antiowia. Published research
findings in balletine of the Museo Postal de Medellin. Secured the covers of the
extensive correspondence of his ancestor Tomas C Mosouera, twice president of
Colombia, for collectors. Published first study of pre-stamp Colombian postal
markings. Pre-stamp covers auctioned 20-21 October 1992 by Soler & Llach. Will
sign the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in September 1994.
SCHAY, Gustavo. ( -19 ). Panamanian collector and author. Wrote major articles
on early Panama registration and acknosledgement of receipt stamps which were
published in American Philatelic Congress books. His Panama collection was sold to
Dr. James Helme in 1966.
SCOTT, Dr. Gene. (living). American collector and exhibitor. Formed and exhibited
specialized collection of classic issues of the Colombian states which included a
significant holding of covers of the first issues of Bolivar and Tolima and many
multiples of first issues of these states and Antioquia.
EHAW, CHRISTINE (living). American collector and exhibitor. Purchased former Helme
collection of Panama airmails and the Henry Van Dyke collection of classic Panama.
Collections were auctioned by Wilshire Stamp Co 12-15 Jul 1968 and 6 Dec 1991.
SOUTH, George (1916-1988). British philatelist. RSPL Secretary 1961-74 and
President 1978-80. Formed major collection of SCADTA which was exhibited
internationally. Revised that section of Gibbons catalog listings. Signed Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists in 1974. Collection mold privately in 1980 . s.
TATEJMAN, Edward. ( ? -19 ). American collector and author, • long-time jurist in
the Canal Zone. The early chapters of his handbook, "Canal Zone Postage Stamps"
contain information on "via Panama" and French Canal Company mails.
TEMPR4SO, Leo (living). Colombian stamp dealer and catalog publisher. His
specialized catalogs of Colombia contain listings of errors, telegraph stamps,
tuberculosis seals and locals not found in other catalogs and also the text of a
number of important early Colombian postal decrees.
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1. American collector and author. Wrote a
TICNAS, Edrund B. Jr. (
timber of articles on classic Panama. Prepared first bibliography of
Panamanian philately.
). Collector. Formed Panama collections auctioned
TOWS, Ferrars H. (
by Carl E. Delanter New York 16-19 Feb 1949.
VALIENTE, Carlos (
). Colombian printer. Printed early Colombian
airmail stamps for CCNA and the first issues of SCROTA.
VALIENTE, Francisco ( ). Colombian lithographer. Printed the
1902-1903 Barranquilla regional issues and the 1903-1904 issues of the
Department of Bolivar.
VILLAVECES, Leon. Colombian lithographer. Printed Antioquia issues of
1875-1878 and some Colombian national stamps and cubiertas between 1890-1893.
WICKERSHAM, Cornelius W. (1884-1968). American collector and author. Formed
specialized collections of Colombian manuscript cancels building upon the
Jewell collection. Published articles on this topic, cubiertas, and Tolima in
the Collectors Club Philatelist. Signed Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in
1966 (elected in 1965). Collection auctioned by Urspeter Kaufman, Jacques
Robinson and Robson Lowe on 12 Mar 1968.

FA MA 1807-1008. A REPORT ON TI-E FIRST KNOWN 5C L004_ COVER
AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT COVERS, A REVIEW
by Jim Cross
A short article by Jdurs B. Helme MD with the above title was published
in the November-December 1990 Collectors Club Philatelist pp.439-440. I was
unaware of the article until last month when the second local use cover
described in "THE MARKET REPORT" was discovered. The first cover illustrated
in the Helme article was found by member Giana Warman of Costa Rica in a mixed
lot of covers in a New York auction. It was mailed in Panama 15 Feb 1891 and
addressed to Sr. Martin Higgins of Colon. It bears INTRODUCIDA TARCE and ND
RECLAMADA handstamps and is backstamped 17 Feb in Colon. The 5c stamp is from
the stone 2 printing on gray-green paper. The find was significant since it
represented the first known use of the 5 centavos starp to pay the 5 centavos
stamp rate for a domestic letter weighing under 15 grams. All other known
uses of the 5 centavos stamp chronicled by Dr. Helme are multiple copies used
to pay postage on letters to foreign destinations.
A second cover described in the article apparently resulted from an
attempt by a collector visiting Panama to prepare a cover franked with a
complete set of the 1892-1895 Panama issue. The cover was mailed 9 Dec 1902
in Colon and addressed to Sr. Henri Frick, Washington Home, Colon. The
collector's intent was frustrated by the fact that the 50 centavos stamp of
the 1892-1895 set was never delivered to Colon where there continued to be a
supply of 50 centavos stamps of the 1887-1888 issue until after independence.
The cover bears 90 centavos in postage paid by a lc, two 2c, a 5c, a /0c and
20c stamp of the 1892-5 issue and a 50c reddish brown on wove paper stamp of
the 1887-1888 issue. There was no one peso stamp on the envelope. Its
philatelic intent is shown by the over franking and by the fact the envelope
flap still has original gum showing that nothing was enclosed. This is the
second failed attempt to mail such a cover in Colon recorded by Dr. Helme.
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NINETEENTH CENTURY .eiANTeelDER COVERS
by Jim Cross

My find of 19th century Santander covers was reported in the previous
issue of COPACARTA. In that article I mentioned that I had received reports
of four additional covers from that period. I have since received reports of
two other covers from members in Colombia. Thirty-three covers ire now known
and will be documented in this article. The assistance of the members who
responded is appreciated. Some of their names are rot mentioned to preserve
This article documents all of
tee confidential nature of the correspondence.
the covers presently known. For the benefit of non-oembers who may purchase
this issue, the circumstances surrounding the find of the correspondence welch
were described in the previous issue are repeated below.

Every collector dreams of making a find of previously unknown philatelic
material. For me this dream came true on Monday, 10 January 1994, when I
opened a registered package from an east coast auction firm. The lot had been
described as follows;
"CCLOMBIA-SANTANDER. Specialized selection of many hundreds of stamps
largely in part sheets with 28 corers, many precancels & including 2 bisect
covers of *12, various town markings including a handseemp straight line
cancellation, "on 1 FCTLFIA HACIENDA/PAMPLONA" ON A *13 COVER, same markings on
a N14 cover & much more. A large & comprehensive selection of a seldom
offered area."
The State of Santander issued its first stamps, a three value set, in
1884. Another three value set was im=.to.d in 1986. The new constitution of
August 1886 changed the form of the Colombian government from a confederation
of states to a unitary republic. The former states were renamed departments
following the French model. A third set of three stamps in the design of the
first is
was issued in 1887 with ESTADOS (AIMS CE CO_OMBIA changed to
REFUELICA DE COLUeBIA and E5TAD3 938ERAND DE SANTANDER changed to CEPARTAMENFO
DE SANTANDER. A fourth set of three designs was issued in 1889. This was
followed by single stamps of five centavos in 1892, 1895 and 1896 and a set of
three denominations each in • separate design in 1899.
The Colombian civil war of 1899-1902 broke out in Socorro in the
Department of Santander in October 1899 and after a victory in Npvember at
Peralonso rebels occupied most of the Department (the Mainsheet August 1992
has an account of the occupation of Bucaramanga written by an English mariner
trapped there by the war). In May of 1900 the largest battle of the civil war
was fought at Palonegro near Bucaramanga. The war disrupted the departmental
postal service. When it reopened after the war postal rates had increased due
to inflation and 19th century issues were probably no longer used.
In 1903 a 50 centavos revenue stamp was used for postage, +0-et without
overprinting and later overprinted in two lines "PROVISIONAL./CORREOS CE
SANTANCER." In 1904 two sets of stamps in new designs were issued. Ore set,
inscribed "Provincia de Cucuta", was for use in that province where sliver
Currency was in circulation. Provinces were political eub-divisions of
departments. The province of Cucuta is located on the eastern slope of the
Cordillera along the Venezuelan border and in 1906 became a now Colombian
department, Norte de Santander. The other set was for use in the rest of the
Department. Later in the year both sets were reprinted in changed colors,
probably mainly to increase sales of mint stamps to foreign dealers.
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Covers with the stamps of any of the Colombian states are scarce. In a
previous issue of this journal Karol Weyna, a leading specialist, noted: The
stamps of the Colombian States are roughly analogo us to thou of the German,
Italian or Indian States. . No more than about 200 covers are known with
Colombia States frankings. . . The type-sets of Tolima exist on just 4 covers,
Bolivar #1 on just 8 (including two fronts) . . . No covers have yet been
discovered with the first issues of AntiOguia or Cundinamarca." Weyna did not
mention Panama or Santander. One cover of the Panama state issue of 1878 is
known. No Santander covers are shown in the international gold medal level
exhibit of Dr. Gene Scott, a leading Colombian States collector with whom
Weyna is associated. No covers had been described in the literature and none
were found by James Negee in an unpublished survey of auction catalogs in
1989.
In an article on the 1903 Santander issues published in Bogota
Filatelico, Federico Larsen wrote (author's translation): "I must mention
here, that the use of the fiscal stamp and bisects thereof, that were made in
August 1903 and thereafter, and that appear with stamps of the Republic
(issues of 19e2-97) with the exception of correspondence originating in the
province of Deana, were created for purely philatelic reasons. This
eorrespondence was addressed to Cartagena and its addressees were known
philatelists of that city." Larsen illustrated two covers and also a
non-philatelic bisect addressed to Bucaramanga. Filatelia Llach offered a
philatelic cover with a bisect at ArERIPEX. Two covers with stamps of the
1904 issue have been reported in this journal. Since the 50c value of the
regular set and all values of the Province of Cucuta set include a train in
their design, these are among the scarcest railroad topicals on cover which
increases their value significantly.
This summarizes what I knew about Santander covers prior to the
auction. Based upon the loe estimate in the catalog, I assumed that most of
the covers were philatelic uses of the 1903 issue and that the three covers
described were the best of the lot. This was not the case. Twenty-six of the
covers and a cover fragment are addressed to Pascual Moreno, who was a student
and/or a faculty member at the Departmental Boys Normal School in Bucaramanga.
The final cover is addressed to Mercedes S. de Moreno, probably Pascual's
wife. Most of the letters are addressed to Pascual in Bucaramanga, but 2 are
addressed to Pamplona, 1 to Charala, 1 to Suaita and 1 to Guapota. Five
covers from family members originated in San Gil. Pascaal's home may have
been Guapota, a small village near San Gil which probably had no post office.
Most of the covers are annotated on the reverse in the same hand with the name
cf the sender, the town of origin and the date of the letter. There can be ro
doubt this is a benefice non-philatelic correspondence. At the same time it
is ideal for collectors because it contains such a wide variety of frankings
and postal markings. The reverse of cover #1 shoeing an example of the
annotation is shown eelcw.
•

I
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13 covers have Pamplona markings (2 originated in Toledo). There are 3 from
Socorro, 2 each from Cherala end San Andres and 1 each from Salazar, Sualta and
Surata. Two covers (one damaged) are franked with the 5 centavos stamp of the first
is (Scott 2), and should generate strong demand from collectors of first issues
of the weld. Stamps zn 9 of the Pamplona item& are tied by • two line handstamp
reading "COLECTURIA DE HACIENDA / PAPFLONA" in violet or black. Another has a large
hancStamp with "REPUBLICA GE CCLOMB1A" in an arc at the top and CEPARTPtENTO DE
SANUANUER between ornaments, annotated as also from Pamplona. The others have
manuscript town cancels, oannonly used during the period; two include mss. dates.
As would be expected in such a correspondence condition is mixed. The covers
at one time were apparently pinned to their enclosed letters. All have pinholes and
several have light rust marks from a pin. Many also have small repairable
wormholes. All were opened at one end and a few have rough edges or torn corners.
Only two are badly damaged. All show some signs of aging. All illustrations are
64% of actual size.

'

/4/19/6 ft
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*1 Mourning cover franked with 1864 5c red, Scott 2 with dated mss. cancel
Socorro 29 Aug 1935. Roughly opened at right. There is a large tear in front and
several smaller tears on reverse. Annotated 1885 Agosto 29 Medevich aua nizo
Socorro.

r

*2 Cover franked with 1804 5c red, Scott 2 with mss. Socorro cancel.
Annotated 1866 Febrero 6 Marco A Acevedo Socorro. A 'wormhole and three pinholes..
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*3 Cover franked with 1866 5c red, Scott 5 with mss. Socorro cancel.
Annotated 1886 Mayo 28 Marco A Acevedo Socorro. One eormhole.
*4 Cover franked with 1867 5c red, Scott 8 with mss. Suaita cancel.
Annotated Enero 26 1888 Modesto Camachc Suaita. Upper right corner torn.
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#5 Cover franked with 1887 Sc red Scott 8 with mss. San Gil cancel.
Annotated Septismbre 2 1888 De mi madre San 511.
06 Cover franked with 1887 5c red Scott 8 with mss. De San 511 cancel.
Annotated Octubre 21 - 1888 De mi madre S Gil.

C1 .-

0-2

#7 Cover franked with 1887 5c red Scott 8 with crossed mss. Charala and
ELiOaramanga cancels the latter probably a receiving mark). Only double
marking known. Annotated Agosto 19 1889 Jose MacVargas P. Charala. Normal in
sender's handwriting on reverse.
#8 Cover franked with 1887 5c red Scott 8 with fancy mss Charala
cancel. Annotated Febrero 7 1889 Jose MadVargas P. Charala. Cover made of
very thin tissue-like paper with some small tears.
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$9 Cover franked with 1889 5c red Scott 11 with mss. Salazar cancel.
Annotated Mayo 10 1891 Felix Ma. Sanna(7/ Salazar. One wormhole.
*10 Cover franked with 1889 5c red Scott 11 with mss. &Arita Cancel.
Annotated Abril 1 - 1891 Abraham Martinez Surata. One wormhole.
-
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*11 Cover franked with 16e9 10c violet Scott 12 with
Annotated Febrero 3 1892 Joaquin V. Faria R. Pamplona.

mss.

Pamplona cancel.

$12 Cover franked with 1889 10c violet Scott 12 with mos. Pamplona cancel.
Annotated Marzo 8 - 92 Joaquin V. Faria Pamplona.
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*13 Cover 'franked with 1889 5c red Scott 11 with ornamental handstamc in
violet. Annotated Marzo 19 - 92 Gabriel Carva)al Pamplona.
*14 Cover franked with pair of 1809 Sc red Scott 11 with mss. Pamplona
cancel. Annotated Junto 27 92 Manuel S Vera Toledo.
$15 Cover franked with pair of 1889 5c red Scott 11 tied by OELECTURA CE
HACIENDA PAMPLCNA hanbetamp in red violet. Annotated Septiembre 14 - 92 Joaquin V
Faria. Slight tear on front and wormhole.
11116, Cover franked with 1089 5c red Scott 11 with dated 1,16.5 San ail Octubre 25
1892 cancel. Annotated Octubre 25 - 92 Brother Agustin San Gil. This is the first
of several annotations partly in English.
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#17 Cover franked with 1E06 5c red Scott 5 tied by CCLECTURIA DE
HACIENDA PAMPLCNA handstamp in red violet. Annotated Octubre 26 - 92 Joaquin
V. Faria Pamplona. Wormhole.
#10 Cover franked with horizontal bisect of 1ee9 10c violet Scott 12
tied by CO FCTURIA DE HACIENDA PAMPLONA handstamp in red violet. Annotated
Julio 20 Joaquin V. Faria Pamplona (no year given/. Wormhole.
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*19 Cover franked with pair of 1E186 5c red Scott 5, one stamp tied by
CCLECTJRIA DE HACIENDA PAMPLCNA handstamp in red violet and both also
cancelled by mss Colecturia de Hacda de Pampa. Annotated Nbviembre 23 - 92
Joaquin v Faria. Colecturia handstamp also struck on reverse. Wormhole.
*20 Cover franked with Iwo 5c red Scott 5 tied by CCLECTURIA DE
HACIENDA PAMPLONA handstamp in red violet. Annotated Enero 11 - 93 Joaquin V.
Faria. Colecturia handstamp also struck on reverse. Wormhole.
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#21 Cover franked with 1892 5c red Scott 13 tied by CO-ECTURIA CE HACIENDA
PAWLCNA handstamo in black. Annotated Julio 23 - 93 Manuel S. Vera Toledo.
*22 Cover franked with diagonal bisect of 1889 lOc violet Scott 12 just tied
by mss. San Andres with fancy handstamped corner card of sender showing a condor.
Annotated Agosto 19 - 93 Erasmo Caravajal San Andres.
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#23 Cover franked with diagonal bisect of 1889 lOc violet Scott 12 cancelled
by mss. San Andres. Annotated Mayo 13 - 94 Erasmo Caravajal San Andres. 3
wormholes.
824 Cover franked by 1892 5c red Scott 13 cancelled by mss. San Gil.
Annotated Junio 78 - 94 My Mother Pinchota. 3 wormholes.
#25 Cover franked by 1892 5c red Scott 13 cancelled by mss. San Gil.
Annotated Junio 3 / 95 H. Augustin San Gil (H = hermano). 5 small holes in cover.
#26 Cover franked by 1892 5c red Scott 13 tied by a CCLECTURIA DE HACIENDA
PAMFLCNA handstamo in black. Not annotated. Handwriting differs from that on
covers from other correspondents in Pamplona.
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#27 Cover franked with 1895 5c brown Scott 14 tied by CO_EnTURIA DE
HACIENDA PAMPLONA handstamp in black. Not annotated. Wormhole. Addressed
Sra. de Mpreno.

to

#28 Cover fragment showing part of name of addressee franked by strip
of 3 of 1889 10c violet tied by OCLECTURIA DE HACIENDA PAMPLONA handstamp in
black. Not annotated. Largest reported used multiple of Santander 19th
Century stamp.
Two points are worth noting in studying the Moreno correspondence.
First, the stamps of the 1887 issue inscribed Republica de Colombia seem to
have been put in use before stocks of the 1886 issue were exhausted. The 1E66

Stamps were used later, possibly after supplies of the

18497 and

1989 issues

were used up. The Pamplona colecturia handstamp was probably put in use
c1092. Stamps on earlier Pamplona covers show mss. cancels.

Ore additional cover from the Moreno correspondence and nine stamps on
piece which show enough of the address to be identified as being part of it
are known in collections in Colombia.
#29 Cover franked with 1887 5c red Scott 11 tied by fancy REPUBLICA DE
CCLOMBIA/DEPARTAMENTO DE SANTANDER handstamp. Annotated Abril 5 - 92 Joaquin
V. Faria Pamplona.
The following cover is also

in a

collection in Colombia.

#30 Cover franked with 1887 10c violet tied by CCLECTURIA DE

handstamp with the return address of the Municipal
OACIENDAIPROVINCIA DE DO(
Judge of the District of Convencion and addressed to OcaRa.
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Two additional covers recorded by James hegus from the former stock of Brian
rtorhouse are both un.lsual and desireable items which would complement the Moreno
correspondence. The first is the only known example of a used Santander 1 centavo
stamp on cover paying the printed matter rate. It is franked with the 1 centavos
stamp of the 1887 issue cancelled by an oval handstamp of Bucaramanga and addressed
to Sr. Tulio Voile, San Jose. There are a number of towns by that name in Colombia,
tut this probably refers to San Jose de Cucuta (now knoen simply as Cucuta/ wench is
in Santander.
The second is franked with a 5 centavos stamp of the 1886 issue tied by an
mss. Pamplona cancel and addressed to Sr. Dr. Liborio D. Cantillo, Bogota. On the
reverse is a national cubierta which shows the sender as Telesfaro Bonilla and the
date as 9 October 1886. The cubierta indicates an enclosure of twenty pesos i n bank
notes. This is an unusual example of alai franking which may have occurred because
the sender was unfamiliar with postal regulations. Actually, the cubierta covered
the cost of the letter unless the contents weighed more than 15 grams. While I
have not seen the contract between the Department of Santander and the national
government for reciprocal handling of mail originating in one system and directed to
a town se r ved by the other, it presumably was similar to the contract between the
State of Tolima and the national government published in COPACARTA 111:3 February
1996. That contract provided that letters originating in a town served by a
national postal route which were to be delivered by the national postal service had
to be franked with national postage. Pamplona was served by both the northern and
northwestern national postal routes. The 5 centavos Santander stamp was probably
superfluous on this cover.
•
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1887 1 centavo cover

1886 5 centavos evver
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These two covers were part of an almost complete Colombian states
collection which was stolen several years ago. The robbery was apparently an
ordinary theft, not philatelically inspired. It is possible that the
collection Kas destroyed when the robbers found it could not be fenced. All
readers should be on the alert for a collection containing these covers and
notify the editor if it is offered for sale.
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Dubierta on reverse of 1886 cover

Finally, two virtually identical covers have been reported by Brian
40prhouse. One has been sold and a photocopy is unavailable. Both are
franked with the 1889 5c stamp Scott 11 tied by a double oval handstamp
TESORERIA GENERAL/EUCARAM-1NGA and addressed to Sr. Enrique Shumann, Malaga.
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THE MARKET REPORT

First, here is a report on the sale of Part 1 of the Jack Boonshaft
Colombi4 airmail collection. (here were approximately 104 lots of Colombian
airmails offered of which 50 were sold. The large number of unsold lots
reflects very high estimates and reserves combined with very selective buying.
The large number of unsold lots is not a commentary on their quality, but
rather the.,e
- aforementioned factors. Prices quoted below were converted from
pounds sterling at the rate of I pound equals $1.50 and include the 10%
commission.
CO'A Section. Covers brought very strong prices. 17 of 1B covers of
Scott C2-C10 (ex-Rendon/ were sold. Highlights included two covers of C7, the
rarest of the stamps on cover which brought $6250 and $12375 against estimates
of $8000 and $9600. The most common of the stamps on cover, C10, brought
$2805 and $2640 against estimates of $2250 each. The highlight of this
section was the only known example without surcharge (CB var Condor on Cliff)
used on cover which sold for $57,500 against the estimate of $52,500.. This
cover ranks as one of the great airmail rarities of the world..
Consular overprint covers formed the bulk of the lots. Su,e seldom
seen items on cover brought very Spirited bidding. Some of the more
interesting covers sold include:
COSTA RICA 30 centavos handstamped on a reduced mourning cover,
estimate $2625 sold for $3795. 30 centavos handstamp and 30 centavos
handstamped with manuscript R, cover roughly opened, estimate $4125 sold for
$5775.
CUBA 30 centavos unoverprinted w/? centavos Cuba on cover from Havana
estimate $450, sold for $495.
SPAIN 30 centavos handstamped on shortened envelope estimate $750 sold

for $990. 30 centavos machine overprint E on cover from Milan with Italian
franking estimate $1500 sold for $19130.
FRANCE 60 centavos handstamped, cancelled in Barranquilla estimate
$45) sold for $495. 4 x 15 centavos plus 60 centavos machine overpr i nts on
cover cancelled in Barranquilla with some cover faults brought estimate $675
sold for $726.
GREAT BRITAIN 3 x 30 centavos handstamped on 1924 registered cover
estimate $525 sold for $990.
9wEDEN 5, 15 and 50 centavos machine oveprints cancelled at Stockholm
with Swedish franking estimate $5250 sold for $6600. 60 centavos and 3 pesos
machine oveerints cancelled at Stockholm with Swedish franking estimate $5250
sold for $6180.
The covers from Sweden rank as major rarities among consular overprint
covers and are seldom offered. It has been many years since any have been
available at auction.
The Panama lot in the Apfelbaum auction of 17 December 1993 which was
mentioned in this column in the previous issue did not sell. It was reoffered
in Apfelbaum sale 745 12 April 1994. This lot turned out to be a "sleeper."
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It contained a good assortment of stamps from the pre-independeece period, tut
the best items werSefive covers. These include the 1894 surcharge cover
previously mentioned which is franked by six copies of Scott 27 in strips of 4
and 2. However, the bottom of this cover was trimmed and a registration stamp
possibly removed and it may not be genuine. The real value of the lot was in

three of the other covers. One is an 1691 registered cover franked with the
20 centavos steep of the 1887-1868 issue and Scott Fl. The second and
probably the most valuable is the second reported local use of the 5 centavos
stamp of the 1867-1688 issue, a cover from Panama to Colon. The third cover
is pictured on the front page of this issue. Its sender was the Royal Mail
Steamship Co. as indicated by a colorless embossed seal on the reverse. It
was mailed on 24 Nee 1695 in Colon and has a 25 Nov 1895 Panama transit
marking on the reverse. It was marked "Devuelta en Rexago" in manuscript in
violet ink (probably in Calii and returned to the sender receiving additional
backstamps in Panama 6 Apr 1896 and Colon 8 Apr 11396. A perforated gummed
label with the word "REBUT" was affixed. Examples of internal use of the
Panama 1692 5 centavos stamp from Colon are extremely scarce.

The 30-31 March 1994 sale of Cherrystone auctions included 41 Colombia
and 3 Panama lots. The highlights of the sale included lot 463, a VF mint
copy of Colombia Cl with original gum, and lots 464-465, two copies of
Colombia Cia used on cover. The sale also included two k.,F mint sets of the
Colombia Barranquilla games issue. These sets may not have sold as similar
sets are offered in the catalog of the next Cherrystone sale. Lot 480 was one
of two known covers of the 1921 30c on 50c surcharge, Scott C22 with some eear
and tea , estimated at $1500. Lot 2036 was a group of 11 different 1903-1905
Panara covers including several minor varieties on cover, estimated at $2000.
I die rot receive prices realized for this sale.

FROM TEE EDITOR'e MAILBAG

This is a translation of a letter received from member Dr. Vytautas
Stasiukynas of Chia, Colombia concerning the cover in the Soler & Llach

auction described and pictured in the Market Report in the previous issue.
It has beceme an obsession far me to study the classic covers of
Colombia. The motive that has awakened this inquietude has been the
appearance in recent years of various covers that do net conform w i th any
tariff previously established by the government. In Colombia Brigitte Kaplan
is maintaining a very detailed archive of all of the classic covers that
appear sn auctions, exhibits or are found in Colombian collections. We have
found many surprises, for example: previously we were offered "very rare"
covers at very elevated prices and no one knew for certain if the material was
genuine, or as I put it to be treated with caution."
In 1992 the Colombian philatelic ccmmunity learned of a photocopy of the
cover which you illustrated in COPACART4 XIi3 of March 1994. This cover was
offered in the Soler and Llach auction of 23 March 1994; nevertheless the

cover was known by us in 1992. I published an article about it in Bulletin
207 of the Club Filatelico de Bogota Sep-Oct 1992. In the Soler & Llach

auction the aforementioned cover is offered repaired (arreglada) and
certified. It is the same one which was offered for $35,000 in 1992. It must
also be noted that the price has been reduced to 527,000 and it is accompanied

by a certificate.
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I esteem and respect very mach the opinions of Alex Rendon, but on the matter
of postal rates, I do not share his opinion. I would simply desire that he inform
me of the decree, law or circular on which he bacos the franking on this cover.
It is also incorrect that this is the only cover known to the exterior with
stamps of New Granada. There are two additional covers, very pretty ones, one to
France and the other to Spain.
The following is a translated extract from Dr. Stasiukynas' 1992 article.
The government of the Granadine Confedation made it a rule to issue its
postage and revenue stamps for each fiscal year. The first issue was valid for the
Fiscal year 1659-60, the second for the year 1860-61. The secretary of the Treasury
office, Julian Trujillo, issued on 26 August 1861 a circular authorizing the use of
the current stamps (Scott 9-11), until a new issue of stamps could be provided to
Postal Administators. However, the Confederation Granadina had ceased to exist and
it was neither elegant or convenient to use postage stamps with that name. The
actual name was the United States of New Granada and new stamps with this name were
placed in circulation 30 Sep 1861, except that the 1 peso value was placed in
service 31 October of the same year.
My first question is: why was the 5 centavos stamp of the Confederation
Grenadine used' The 5 centavos stamp of the new emission was printed in Bogota.
The central post office had this stamp in abundance and it is on almost all of the
letters of this period. I cannot see a valid reason to use an obsolete stamp when
not even the name of the nation existed.
My second question is: when was the letter sent to Madrid, Spain , As I have
said the 1 peso value was placed in service on 31 October. Therefore this letter
could only have been sent after this date. Let us look at the valid tariffs between
31 October ana 31 December 1861. The postage for a triple letter weighing from 3/4
ounce to one ounce was 4 reels or 40 centavos. But suppose that there were
documents, manuscripts, valuable papers etc. and that it weighed more than an ounce.
In that case the tariff should have been 2 reels or 20 centavos additional for each
half ounce. The postage on this letter is not in accordance with these rates.
Another alternative is: sup pose the letter was sent in 1862. In that year the
current tariffs were: 10 centavos for each 10 grams of weight, not counting
fractions. No matter what the weight of the letter was, the postage would not match
the rate table.
The cancel used in Bogota at this time was the Bogota Pearl" and I do not
know of any letter with a different cancel.
At this time we have not found what were the Spanish, postage rates between
Colombian and Spain."
Editor's Note: The prices realized of the Soler and Llach sale show this cover was
unsold, possibly because Dr. Stasiukynas' article has caused potential buyers to
refrain from bidding on the cover, possibly due to the high reserve price. It is
not unusual in the annals of philately for experts to disagree (often heatedly)
concerning the authenticity of stamps and covers. I would welcome and give equal
space to a statement from Alex Rendon or the current owner of the cover setting
forth the reasons why they think it is genuine. The earliest example of this Bogota
cancel in the COPAPHIL postal markings scrapbook is on a stamp of the 1863 issue.
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The contents of this issue have been chosen especially to appeal to a
wider audience including non-COPAPHIL members. My apologies for the poor
quality of the phmtocopies of the counterfeit cubiertas in the previous issue.
They do not copy well because of the dark background. While researching the
Santander cover article, I noted that data about some of the previously
existing covers had not been furnished to James Negus. As we all knew there
are no catalogs of postal history. Three of our members are attempting to
gather information on some of the scarcer postal history items. These are
Brigitte Kaplan for covers of the 1B59-1e65 classic issues of Colombia, James
Negus for covers of the Colombian states and Dr. James Helene for covers of
Panama 197e-1905. They need descriptions of the covers including the sender
and addressee, the franking and the postal markings. Sending photocopies is
the easiest and most useful way to furnish this information. This is a way
that all members can help the organization and in time it will lead to
publications which will be of benefit to us all. If ycu have covers in these
categories which have not been submitted, consider taking the time now. If
you do not want your name associated with the covers, it will be kept
confidential. If you wish you can send the information to me with your
1994-1995 dues payment and I will forward it to the appropriate researcher.
The cooperation of dealer members that handle such covers is especially
appreciated.
I have been thinking of the "Who's Who in Philately" project for
several years. It has not been easy to locate the data for the preliminary
list in this issue and I want to again thank the members eec have contributed.
I hope I have not omitted anyone who meets the criteria mentioned at the
beginning of the article. If so, let me assure you that the omission is not
deliberate. I would like to see an expanded list as part of a handbook which
in addition might have three other sections. One might be an update of the
"Who's Who on the Stamps of" pamphlets published in the 1940s by the Pan
American Union which give brief biographies of individuals depicted on
Colombian and Panamanian stamps. Another might be a philatelic geography of
the two countries listing political subdivisions and post offices with notes
about their philatelic significance. A third might be a "What's what in
Philately" section giving the pedigree of the "gems- of Colombian and
Panamanian philately.
DON'T FORGET YOUR DUES PAYMENT FOR 1994-1 4145.

AD RATES:

Classified per line:
Business cards:

SEND IT NOW!

CLASSIFIED
one insertion $.50, four insertions $1.50.
one insertion $1.50, four insertions 55.00.

WANTED: PANAMA errors. Good prices. Mint or Used. John Lewis E1010 Hampton,
(06-44
Apt 410 No. Lauderdate FL 33060
PUBLICATIONS FROM YOUR LIBRARY: COPACARTA, Volumes
complete, U.S. &
Canada $57.50, other $67.50. Single volumes, U.S./Canada $7.50, other $9.00.
"Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia of Quito" by George Ma i er,
U.S/Canada hard cover $33.00, soft cover $213.00, others add 52.00 to these
prices. All pri gs include airmail postage. COPAPHIL Library 1290 Howard Ave
Suite 321 Burlingame CA 94010. Checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia.
(Indef)
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